
Revelation Chapter 17-18-19 The Fall of Babylon-Which is The Catholic Church-
Bible Commentary within a Bible Commentary

Abstract: This document will be based on the book by Emanuel Swedenborg called
“Revelation Revealed”. A Bible commentary on the Book of Revelation in the Holy
Bible in which the spiritual meaning is exposed. It was translated into English in 1855.
Since Latin was the language of scientific documents in that day, even the English
translation is rather droll (far removed from today’s English language and hard to
understand). The interpreter has attempted to insert in (parenthesis) as an easy-to-
understand explanation. Since we have ministry partners in the Southern Philippines
they speak in the dialect of Cebuano and this is included with the English text.

Key to Text: An easy-to-understand explanation is inserted in the Swedenborg Bible
Commentary in parenthesis and text that is italic except in the Cebuano translation
(which is my emphasis).

Blue Text = Text and words from the Holy Bible. Red Text = Text and words spoken
by Jesus Christ

**********

THE SPIRITUAL MEANING according to the Bible commentary on the Book of
Revelation by Emanuel Swedenborg called “Revelation Revealed”.

The Contents of Each Bible Verse - Revelation Chapter 17
From the Bible Commentary "Apocalypse Revealed" Emanuel Swedenborg.

**********

Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 1. “And one of the seven angels who had the seven
vessels came and said to me, Come here, so that you may see the judging of the evil
woman who is seated on the great waters;”

”Then one of the seven angels who had the seven bowls came and spoke with me.”
This symbolizes influx (powerful presence of the divine majesty of the Lord Jesus)
now and a revelation (Jesus now shows the Apostle John what will happen in the
future) from the Lord (Jesus) from the inmost of heaven (where Jesus sits upon his
throne as King of Kings) about (Jesus is about to show the Apostle John what will
happen in the future to) the Roman Catholic religion (John will write down things he
will see and hear so it can be shared later to Jesus’ church on the earth).

We do not call it the Roman Catholic Church, but the Roman Catholic religion,
because Roman Catholics do not turn to the Lord (they do not always look to Jesus as
the leader and finisher of the Christian faith, but they look to the leader of that
religion which is called the Pope) or read the Word (when they meet together the
Holy Bible is little mentioned or talked about), and because they invoke the dead
(they have endless “saints” who are dead people and they make statues of them so



they may be worshiped and claim they have special powers), and yet it is the Lord
(Jesus) and the Word (the Holy Bible) that make the church a church, and its
perfection (the Bible is the most important thing to be found in a church) depends on
its acknowledgment of the Lord (that Jesus Christ alone is Lord of Lords and King of
Kings) and on its understanding of the Word (and that they see the divine wisdom
found in the Holy Bible and its commandments are the way to eternal life).

One of the seven angels who had the seven bowls came and spoke with John (the
Apostle) because the seven angels who had the seven bowls symbolize (means) an
influx (powerful presence of the divine majesty of the Lord Jesus from His throne into
the angelic heaven) from the Lord (Jesus) from the inmost of the Christian heaven
into (and travels down into) the church (which is the Roman Catholic religion on the
earth) in order to expose the evils (from lusts of the mind and body) and falsities
(rejection of the truth found in the Holy Bible and the substitute of their own
poisonous ideas) in it. Therefore those seven angels here symbolize (mean) the Lord
(Jesus) speaking from the inmost of heaven (the Lord Jesus from His throne ) and
revealing (to the Apostle John) the state (what the religion will be) in which the
Roman Catholic religion would be at its end (just before the Lord Jesus removes this
false religion).

Saying to me, "Come, I will show you the judgment of the great harlot who sits on
many waters." This symbolizes (means) a revelation (Jesus will show the Apostle John
through His servant angel) about that religion (Catholic) as regards its profanations
(they sin greatly toward the sacred holy truths found in the Bible) and adulterations
(mixing garbage with the pure waters of the Bible) of the Word's truths.

“Saying” and “showing” symbolize a revelation (Jesus will now show the Apostle John
what will happen in the future). The “judgment” symbolizes (means) the state of the
Roman Catholic religion at its end. “the great harlot” symbolizes (means) a
profanation (they sin greatly toward the sacred holy truths found in the Bible) of the
sanctities (the holiness of) of the Word (Bible) and the (Christian) church, and an
adulteration (mixing garbage with the pure waters of the Bible) of their goodness (all
the love Jesus has for all people) and truth (all the precious promises of the Bible).
“many waters” symbolize (means) the Word's (Bible) truths (all the precious
promises of the Bible) adulterated (mixing garbage with the pure waters of the Bible).
To “sit upon the waters” means, symbolically, to possess them and live caught up in
them (they twist and change the meaning of the Holy Bible to use for their own
selfish and evil desires).

To play the “harlot”, to whore, to behave licentiously (indulgence in sensual pleasure)
and to commit adultery mean, symbolically, to falsify (they close heaven because
they teach things that were never true) and adulterate the Word (Holy Bible), as may
be seen in; and waters symbolize its truths, here those truths adulterated (mixing
garbage with the pure waters of the Bible) and profaned (they sin greatly toward the
sacred holy truths found in the Bible), because a harlot is said to be on them.



It is apparent (easy to see) from this that "saying to me, I will show you the judgment
of the great harlot who sits on many waters," symbolizes (means) a revelation (the
Apostle John is allowed to see the great crime and evil committed by this false
religion) about the aforesaid religion (Catholic) as regards its profanations (they sin
greatly against the sacred holy truths found in the Bible) and adulterations (they mix
garbage with the pure waters of the Bible) of the Word's (Holy Bible) truths.

**********

Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 2. “With whom the kings of the earth made themselves
unclean, and those who are on the earth were full of the wine of her evil desires.”

"With whom the kings of the earth committed whoredom." This symbolically means
that the Roman Catholic religion adulterated (they mix garbage with the pure waters
of the Bible) the church's goods (that Jesus loves everybody) and truths (the Bible is
full of wonderful wisdom) that it had from the Word (these lies lead the common
people away from the Lord Jesus).

Someone who is unacquainted with (they do not know about) the Word's spiritual
meaning (how the angels in heaven read the Holy Bible) may easily be deluded (when
thinking of the word “king” or “kings”) into believing that the “kings of the earth”
mean earthly kings (world leaders, presidents or kings), when in fact it is not those
kings rulers or leaders of countries that are meant, but truths (all the precious
promises of the Bible) springing from goodness (the love of God that is so large we
cannot see it all), and in an opposite sense (many Bible words have a good meaning
and an evil meaning but they are the same word), falsities (rejection of the truth
found in the teachings of Jesus and substitute their own ideas) springing from evil (all
good things are from heaven and the Lord Jesus, and all evil is from hell which is the
“devil”).

"And the inhabitants of the earth were made drunk with the wine of her
licentiousness." This symbolizes (means) its insanity (having a disorder of the mind
and thinking) in spiritual matters owing to the adulteration (they mix garbage and
lies with the pure waters of the Bible) of the Word (Bible) among those immersed in
that (Catholic) religion (The Catholic religious leaders have poisoned the minds of the
common people).

To be “made drunk with the wine of her licentiousness” means, symbolically, to be
irrational (it is like being “drunk” with too much wine, they cannot think clearly) in
spiritual matters (things concerning religion and the kingdom of God) owing to a
falsification (they close heaven because they teach things that were never true) of
the Word's truths (the praise of Jesus for all His precious promises), in this case owing
to an adulteration (they mix garbage and lies with the pure waters of the Bible) of
them. “Wine” symbolizes the Divine truth in the Word (the Bible which is all the
wisdom and truth found in Jesus), and “licentiousness” symbolizes (means) a
falsification (they close heaven because they teach things that were never true) and
adulteration (they mix garbage and lies with the pure waters of the Bible) of it. To be



“made drunk with that wine”, therefore, symbolically means to be irrational in
spiritual matters (in this religion the Ten Commandments are not being followed and
no one cares much about what is right or wrong). “the inhabitants of the earth”
symbolize (mean) the people in a church, but here (in this Bible verse) the people in
that (Catholic) religion, since the church does not exist there (no one in heaven
knows about the Catholic religion being found there), because they do not turn to
the Lord (they follow only a Pope) or read the Word (the Bible is not important to
that religion), and because they invoke the dead (they worship dead saints and their
statues of concrete).

**********

Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 3. “With the help of the Spirit, the angel took me into
the desert, where I saw a woman sitting on a red beast. The beast was covered with
names that were an insult to God, and it had seven heads and ten horns.”

“So he carried me away in the spirit into the wilderness”. This symbolizes (means)
John's (Apostle John) being carried away in a spiritual state (not in the body) to
people (the Catholic religion followers) in whom everything of the church (this
religion had no love to God and love to the neighbor) had been destroyed.

A “wilderness” symbolizes (means) a church in which there is no longer any truth,
thus where everything in it has been destroyed (this church is a “wilderness” because
there is nothing of heaven to be found there. If there had been any of heaven in this
church it would look like a beautiful garden of Eden. But this church is a dusty dry
desert and there is no spiritual life there) And “to be in the spirit” means,
symbolically, to be in a spiritual state as a result (from the power of God) of Divine
influx (John left his body on earth for a short time so he could see spiritual things as
they are seen by the angels in heaven and go back to the earth and to tell others
what he had seen and to warn them not to follow this religion). Consequently (as a
result of these things happening), John's being carried away in the spirit into the
wilderness means symbolically that he was carried away in a spiritual state to people
(these people were promised great joy in heaven by the Catholic leaders but it turned
out to be not true) in whom everything having to do with the church was destroyed
(this religion had no love to God and love to the neighbor as it was a false religion).

“And I saw a woman sitting on a scarlet beast which was full of names of blasphemy”.
This symbolizes the Roman Catholic religion resting on the Word (the truth found in
the Holy Bible) that the people (the leaders and the followers of this religion)
profaned (they sinned greatly against the sacred holy truths found in the Bible).

The “woman” symbolizes (means) the Roman Catholic or Babel-like religion, for we
are told in a following verse that "on her forehead a name was written: Mystery,
Babylon the Great, the Mother of the Whoredoms and Abominations of the Earth."
That a “woman” symbolizes (means) the church by virtue of its affection for truth
(the love of reading the Holy Bible and following the commands of Jesus); here it is
the Roman Catholic religion, which is impelled by the opposite affection (their



leaders try to hide the Bible and its teachings). The “scarlet beast” symbolizes (means)
the Word (of what the leaders say the Bible teaches), as will be seen presently; and
its being full of names of blasphemy (words that insult Jesus) symbolizes the Word's
(Bible) being utterly profaned (they sin greatly against the sacred holy truths found in
the Bible). For “blasphemy” symbolizes (means) a denial (since they claim this divine
power of Jesus for themselves) of the Lord's Divinity in His humanity (they may say
Jesus is God but the truth is they do not pay much attention to Jesus but only want
the glory for themselves), and an adulteration (they mix garbage with the pure
waters of the Bible) of the Word (Bible), thus its profanation (they sin greatly against
the sacred holy truths found in the Bible and pay no attention to these commands of
Jesus). For someone who fails to acknowledge the Lord's Divinity in His humanity
(they may say Jesus is God but the truth is they do not pay much attention to Jesus
but only want the glory for themselves) and falsifies (they close heaven because they
teach things that were never truly found in) the Word (Bible), but not (those
followers of this religion) intentionally (they make a mistake on what Jesus is trying
to say and they trusted what the church leaders told them), does indeed commit
profanation (grossly irreverent toward the sacred holy things in the Bible), but lightly
(it can be forgiven of them this mistake since they believed lies that these religion
leaders taught them).

But people who claim for themselves all the power of the Lord's Divine humanity
(they push Jesus off the throne in heaven and claim all that power belongs to them),
and for that reason (in what they have done they) deny (say it is not true) His Divinity
(since they claim this divine power for themselves), and who apply everything in the
Word (the Bible which contains all the wisdom and precious promises of Jesus) to
acquiring dominion (to have power over all who will follow them) for themselves
(they want all the things belonging to Jesus so they can get things for themselves like
money and power) over the sanctities (the holiness of) of the church and heaven (but
these things belong to Jesus Christ only the Lord of heaven and earth), and for that
reason adulterate (they mix garbage and lies with the pure waters of the Bible) the
Word (Bible) - those people commit serious profanation (they sin greatly against the
sacred holy truths found in the Bible and pay no attention to these commands from
heaven).

The idea that the “scarlet beast” symbolizes (means) the Word (the Holy Bible) as to
celestial Divine truth (the wisdom of the Bible as the angels in the highest heaven
read and understand it) appears at first as far-fetched (this is hard sometimes to
understand) and foreign (the Christian church does not often teach the Book of
Revelation), indeed as absurd (who can believe such things?), because it is called a
“beast”. But that a “beast” in the spiritual sense (how the angels in heaven read and
understand the Holy Bible) symbolizes (means) a natural affection (even ordinary
people who are not religious can see the wisdom in the Bible), and that it is used to
symbolize the Word (Bible), the church and mankind, that “the four living creatures”,
one of which was a “lion”, the second a “calf”, and the fourth an “eagle”, symbolize
the Word (Bible), and in (the Bible book of) Ezekiel are also called “beasts” and that a
“horse”, which is also a beast (an animal), symbolizes an understanding (they can see
the true meaning of the Bible as the angels in heaven read it) of the Word (Bible).



People know that the “Lamb” symbolizes (means) the Lord (Jesus), that “sheep”
symbolize (means) the people in a church, and that a “flock” symbolizes the church
itself. We cite these points (these are examples of other words in the Holy Bible that
are often used by Jesus to speak of His church and the people that belong to it) lest
anyone be surprised (that things that we see in the world also mean spiritual things
that are in heaven) that the “scarlet beast” symbolizes (means) the Word (but
instead that the Catholic religion has corrupted the meaning of the Bible to make
themselves look good so it is a “beast”).

Moreover, because the Roman Catholic religion founds its might and its grandeur
(they say that this is the only true religion) on the Word (they claim the Apostle Peter
gave them the “keys of the kingdom” that supposedly Jesus gave to him before He
returned to heaven from the earth), therefore (the Apostle) John saw the “woman
sitting on the scarlet beast, as before she sat on many waters” (Chapter 17) verse 1,
the “waters” symbolizing (means) the Word's (Bible) truths adulterated (they mix
garbage and lies with the pure waters of the Bible) and profaned (they sin greatly
against the sacred holy truths found in the Bible and pay no attention to Jesus’
commands found in it).

It can be seen from this (all the explanations that we have just given for all these
words and what they mean in the Bible) that the “woman” (the Apostle) John saw
“sitting on a scarlet beast which was full of names of blasphemy” symbolize (means)
the aforesaid religion (the Roman Catholic religion) resting on the Word (Bible) that
it profaned (they sin greatly against the sacred holy truths found in the Bible and pay
no attention to the commands found in it). The color “scarlet” symbolize (means) the
Word's (Holy Bible) truth (the praise of Jesus for all His precious promises) from a
celestial origin (the Bible is the holiest thing and very precious to all the angels in
heaven. But since the Roman Catholic religion has twisted and changed all the
meaning it is here called “a scarlet beast which was full of names of blasphemy”
which means it casts a dark shadow on the Lord Jesus and instead lifts themselves
into a high place).

**********

Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 4. “And the woman was clothed in purple and bright
red, with ornaments of gold and stones of great price and jewels; and in her hand
was a gold cup full of evil things and her unclean desires;”

”The woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet.” This symbolizes (means) the
celestial Divine good and truth contained in the Word among Roman Catholics (they
have the Holy Bible and claim to love and adore it, but they actually do not spend
much time with it).

“Purple” (color) symbolizes (means) celestial Divine good (the highest celebration of
Jesus’ love by the angels), and “scarlet” symbolizes celestial Divine truth (the highest
celebration of Jesus’ wisdom by the angels), as will be seen presently. To be



“arrayed” in them means, symbolically, to have these about them (the Roman
Catholic religion claims to honor and adore the Holy Bible just like the angels in
heaven do), thus among them (they claim that the Bible is an important part of their
religion). They have these among them from the Word (Bible), because the “scarlet
beast” on which “the woman” was sitting symbolizes the Word (Bible) (they have the
Holy Bible and claim to love and adore it, but they actually do not spend much time
with it).

People know that Roman Catholics have the Divine good and truth in the Word
about them, thus among them, as a kind of garment (clothing to highlight their
religion), for they venerate (claim it is holy) the Word (Bible) outwardly (when people
from the outside are looking in at them) and not inwardly (in their hearts the Bible
does not have an important place). They acknowledge it (they do acknowledge Jesus
Christ in their words and speech), because it tells about the Lord (Jesus) and about
His authority over heaven and the church, which they have transferred to
themselves (on one hand they say Jesus is Lord, but at the same time they have
pushed him off the throne and say all authority in the earth has been given to them).
It also tells about the keys given to Peter, whose successors they say they are
(although they really do not have proof of this they say you must have faith for the
Priest who has the authority to forgive sins). So, because they found their majesty,
grandeur and power (“arrayed in purple and scarlet”) on these two points, of
necessity they acknowledge the holiness of the Word (if they did not say the Bible is
holy then they could not claim that the Apostle Peter gave them that authority to
forgive sins). But still the Word (Bible) is for them only a kind of garment of “purple
and scarlet”, and of “gold, precious stones and pearls, upon a harlot holding a golden
cup in her hand, full of abominations and the filthiness of her licentiousness” (for the
truth is it is only clothing of a fake religion that only wishes to have power, money,
and goods in this world).

**********

Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 5. “On her forehead a mysterious name was written: I
AM THE GREAT CITY OF BABYLON, THE MOTHER OF EVERY IMMORAL AND FILTHY
THING ON EARTH.”

“And on her forehead a name was written: Mystery, Babylon the Great, the Mother
of the Whoredoms and Abominations of the Earth.” This symbolizes (means) the
Roman Catholic religion such as it is interiorly (the true condition in the hearts of
these religious leaders), which is concealed (they hide behind words from the Bible
and fake religious garments and crowns), that from its origin, springing from a love
of exercising dominion (they lust for power over the Christian world and to push
Jesus off His throne) from a love of self (they wish to be worshiped and adored) over
the sanctities (holiness) of the church and over heaven (if they could they would even
try to rule heaven), thus over everything connected with the Lord (Jesus) and His
Word (Holy Bible), it defiled (make dirty, spotty, and to pollute) and profaned (they
sin greatly against the sacred holy truths found in the Bible and pay no attention to
the commands of the Lord Jesus) things having to do with the Word (Holy Bible) and



so with the church (they have corrupted all things found in the Bible and all things
found in the Lord Jesus’ church).

To be “written on the forehead” means, symbolically, to be deep-seated in the love
(they love this more than anything), for the forehead (the top part of the face for
they are always looking at that love and not the Lord Jesus) symbolizes the love (they
lust for power over the Christian world and to push Jesus off His throne so they alone
can be worshiped). “Mystery” means symbolically that it is inwardly concealed (they
hide behind words from the Bible and fake religious garments and crowns). “Babylon
the Great” symbolizes the Roman Catholic religion and its whole character, (which is
bad and must be stopped forever) . “Whoredoms” symbolize adulterations (they mix
garbage and lies with the pure waters of the Bible) of the Word's (Holy Bible)
goodness (the story of God’s love) and truth (God cannot lie), and also defilings
(make dirty, spotty, and to pollute) of them. “Abominations” symbolize (means)
profanations (they sin greatly against the sacred holy truths found in the Bible and
pay no attention to the commands of Jesus) of the church's sanctities (the holiness
of). The “earth” symbolizes (means) the church. Consequently “the mother of
whoredoms and abominations of the earth” symbolizes (means) the origin of these
(they lust for power over the Christian world and to push Jesus off His throne).

That their love is a love of exercising dominion (the love of absolute control over
other peoples life's) over everything connected with the church (they lust for power
over the Christian world and to push Jesus off His throne so they alone can be
worshiped) is something people know from the jurisdiction they claim they have over
people's souls and over everything connected (from forgiving sins in this world to
helping the religious followers get past purgatory after death) with their worship.
They know that it is a love of exercising dominion over heaven from the power they
have appropriated (to themselves) of loosing and binding (they claim they have been
given the power to forgive sins), and thus of opening and closing. They know that it is
a love of exercising dominion over everything connected with the Lord from the
Vicariate (known as the Pope), by which they attribute to themselves all that is the
Lord's (they twist the Holy Bible to say what they want it to say). They also know that
it is a love of exercising dominion over everything connected with the Word (Holy
Bible) from their reserving its interpretation for themselves alone (they twist the
Holy Bible to say what they want it to say not what Jesus commanded).

We say that their love of exercising dominion (the love of absolute control over other
peoples life's) comes from a love of self (they wish to be worshiped and adored
because they think they are much better than other people) because possible also
(religion should be the opposite of this) is a love of exercising dominion from a love
of performing useful services (for this is a love Jesus taught a love of helping others
before oneself). These two loves are diametrically opposite (the love of self seeks
only what may be their own, while the love to the neighbor is a love to serve others
which is the love Jesus showed while He was on earth) to each other. That is because
a love of exercising dominion from a love of self is diabolical (evil behavior), for it has
regard for (love of) self only and for the (love of the) world in the service of self. In
contrast (see the big difference in the two), a love of exercising dominion from a love



of performing useful services (to be of service to others) is heavenly, for it has regard
for the Lord (Jesus), from whom emanate (from Jesus’ love comes) only useful
endeavors (good works and helpful deeds), and useful endeavors (good works and
helpful deeds) to it are to do good to the church for the salvation of souls (good
people want others to share in Jesus’ kingdom in heaven). This latter love (as the
angels in heaven love all people) consequently abhors (the angels dislike it when
people are selfish like spoiled children and show) a love of exercising dominion (the
love of absolute control over other peoples life's) from a love of self.

**********

Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 6. “I saw that the woman was drunk. She was drunk
with the blood of God's holy people. She was drunk with the blood of those who told
about their faith in Jesus. When I saw the woman, I was fully amazed.”

“And I saw the woman, drunk with the blood of the saints and with the blood of the
witnesses of Jesus.” This symbolizes (means) the Roman Catholic religion irrational
because of its adulterating (they mix garbage and lies with the pure waters of the
Bible) and profaning (they sin greatly against the sacred holy truths found in the Bible
and pay no attention to the commands of Jesus) the Divine truths and goods of the
Lord, of the Word (all the precious promises of Jesus), and so of the church.

The “woman” symbolizes the Roman Catholic religion. To be “drunk” means,
symbolically, to be irrational (they are not thinking well) in spiritual matters (they are
not using good thinking that is available to them from heaven). “the blood”
symbolizes their falsification (they close heaven because they teach things that were
never true), adulteration (they mix garbage and lies with the pure waters of the Bible)
and profanation (they sin greatly against the sacred holy truths found in the Bible
and pay no attention to the commands of Jesus) of the Word (Bible). “saints”
symbolize (means) people who are governed by Divine truths (they follow the
commandments) from the Lord (Jesus) through the Word (found in the words of
Jesus in the Holy Bible), and in an abstract sense (in a bigger picture) the Divine
truths themselves of the Lord, of the Word, and so of the church (all the things of the
kingdom of God in heaven for the are always looking up to see Jesus and what he
wants them to do). The “witnesses of Jesus” symbolize in an abstract sense (in a
bigger picture) the truths and goods in the church from the Lord through the Word
(all the things of the kingdom of God in heaven) here (in this Bible verse) those truths
and goods (all the things of the kingdom of God in heaven) profaned (they sin greatly
against the sacred holy truths found in the Bible and pay no attention to the
commands of Jesus), because “the blood” is called “the blood of the saints and of the
witnesses of Jesus”, and the subject is “Babylon” (which is the Roman Catholic
religion), which also symbolizes (means) a profanation of the goodness and truth in
the Word and in the church (they sin greatly against the sacred holy truths found in
the Bible and pay no attention to the commands of Jesus).

It follows from this that (the Apostle) John's seeing “the woman drunk” with the
“blood of the saints and with the blood of the witnesses of Jesus” symbolizes (means)



the Roman Catholic religion irrational (this religion is not thinking well) because of its
adulterating (they mix garbage and lies with the pure waters of the Bible) and
profaning the Divine truths and goods of the Lord, of the Word, and so of the church
(they sin greatly against the sacred holy truths found in the Bible and pay no
attention to the commands of Jesus).

“And when I saw her, I wondered with great wonder.” This symbolizes (means)
astonishment (the Apostle John is very surprised) that the Roman Catholic religion is
of such a character interiorly (inside their hearts they are always thinking evil
thoughts), when indeed it appears otherwise outwardly (for those people outside
looking in at this religion it looks like they are a devoted and holy religion and one
that God must approve of).

“To wonder with great wonder” is to be greatly astonished (the Apostle John is very
surprised). (the Apostle) John's “seeing her” means symbolically that the “woman”,
which is to say, the Roman Catholic religion, is of such a character interiorly (how
they are inside their heart), when indeed it appears otherwise outwardly (for those
people outside looking in at this religion it looks like they are a devoted and holy
religion and one that God must approve of). For (the Apostle) John was astonished
(very surprised) at “seeing the woman sitting on a scarlet beast, arrayed in purple
and scarlet, adorned with gold, precious stones and pearls, having in her hand a
golden cup” - which was the way she looked in outward appearance (for those
people outside looking in at this religion it looks like they are a devoted and holy
religion and one that God must approve of) - and yet “her cup was full of
abomination and the filthiness of licentiousness” (yet inside their hearts they are
always thinking evil thoughts). Moreover, “on her forehead was written” the legend,
"the Mother of the Whoredoms and Abominations of the Earth," which was her
internal character (what is inside their hearts and what they are always thinking
which is nothing but evil).

(the Apostle) John said this because no one even at this day (nothing has changed
even up to the day that we speak here) can but be astonished (very surprised) at
seeing this expression of religion (this catholic faith), so reverent (the leaders dress in
holy clothing) and grand (they wear crowns of gold) in outward appearances (for
those people outside looking in at this religion it looks like they are a devoted and
holy religion and one that God must approve of), not knowing that it is so profane
(they sin greatly against the sacred holy truths found in the Bible and pay no
attention to the commands of Jesus) and abhorrent interiorly (they are very sick and
evil in their thinking).

**********

Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 7. “And the angel said to me, Why were you surprised?
I will make clear to you the secret of the woman, and of the beast on which she is
seated, which has the seven heads and the ten horns.”



“But the angel said to me, "Why do you wonder? I will tell you the mystery of the
woman and of the beast that carries her, which has the seven heads and the ten
horns." This symbolizes a disclosure of the symbolic meaning of the preceding events
and scenes (the messenger angel now will explain to the Apostle John what all the
strange things he was seeing mean).

**********

Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 8. “The beast you saw is one that used to be and no
longer is. It will come back from the deep pit, but only to be destroyed. Everyone on
earth whose names were not written in the book of life before the time of creation
will be amazed. They will see this beast that used to be and no longer is, but will be
once more.”

"The beast that you saw was, and is not." This symbolizes the Word (Bible) among
them (who are the religious leaders and the followers of this Catholic religion)
acknowledged as holy (they say the Bible is the inspired Word of God), and yet really
not acknowledged (it is seldom discussed or shared in religious services).

“The beast” symbolizes (means) the Word (the Bible see commentary on Revelation
verse number 4 above). That “it was and is not” means symbolically that it is
acknowledged (they say the Bible is the inspired Word of God), and yet really not
acknowledged (it is seldom discussed or shared in religious services).

That the Word (Bible) existed among Roman Catholics, and still does, and yet does
not, is something people know (this has been the way they have been all along).
Roman Catholics acknowledge the Word, indeed, as holy, because it tells about the
Lord (Jesus) and about His authority over the church and heaven, and about Peter
and his keys (these are the words of Jesus from the Bible from which they claim Peter
gave the control of Jesus’ kingdom on earth to them from the Apostle Peter).

“The Lord said to His disciples, "But who do you say that I am?" Simon Peter
answered and said, "You are the Christ, the Son of the living God." Jesus answered
and said to him, "Blessed are you, Simon-bar-Jonah, for flesh and blood has not
revealed this to you, but My Father who is in heaven. And I also say to you that you
are Peter, and on this rock I will build My church, and the gates of Hades shall not
prevail against it. And I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and
whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on
earth will be loosed in heaven." (Matthew 16:15-19)

But still they do not acknowledge it, for the people do not read it, because they are
kept from reading it, and monks by various fictions withhold it. Indeed even reading
it is prohibited, and it is preserved only in libraries and monasteries, where also few
read it, much less attend to any truth in it. (this has changed somewhat after 1943 as
this Catholic Monsignor explains),



(“Identifying the reading and interpreting of the Bible as “Protestant” even affected
the study of Scripture. Until the twentieth Century, it was only Protestants who
actively embraced Scripture study. That changed after 1943 when Pope Pius XII
issued the encyclical Divino Afflante Spiritu. This not only allowed Catholics to study
Scripture, it encouraged them to do so. And with Catholics studying Scripture and
teaching other Catholics about what they were studying, familiarity with Scripture
grew.

Scripture awareness grew after the Second Vatican Council. Mass was celebrated in
the vernacular and so the Scripture readings at Mass were read entirely in
English. Adult faith formation programs began to develop, and the most common
program run at a parish focused on Scripture study. The Charismatic movement and
the rise of prayer groups exposed Catholics to Scripture even more. All of this
contributed to Catholics becoming more familiar with the Bible and more interested
in reading the Scriptures and praying with them.”) (Monsignor Daniel Kutys)

They attend instead only to papal decrees (they pay more attention to the
commands of the Pope than to the commands of Jesus that He spoke in the Holy
Bible), which they say possess the same holiness (as the commands of Jesus). In fact,
when they speak from the heart, they find fault with the Word (Bible) and
blaspheme it (since they claim the Lord’s kingdom on earth is theirs to administer
and rule they do not follow Jesus’ commandments).

It can be seen from this that “the beast which was and is not” symbolizes the Word
(Bible) among Roman Catholics, acknowledged as holy, and yet really not
acknowledged (it is seldom discussed or shared in religious services).

"And those who dwell on the earth will marvel, those whose names have not been
written in the Lamb's Book of Life from the foundation of the world, when they see
the beast that was, and is not, and yet is." This symbolizes (means) the astonishment
(they are surprised) of those who belong to the Roman Catholic religion, of all those
who from its commencement strove for dominion over heaven and earth, that even
though the Word had been thus rejected, still it endures (even though this religion is
a fake religion it still is a powerful force in the world and it still has a hold on many
minds and followers).

To “marvel” means, symbolically, to be astonished (they are very surprised). “those
who dwell on the earth” symbolize (means) people who are in the church, here
those people who belong to the Roman Catholic religion. “those whose names have
not been written in the Lamb's Book of Life from the foundation of the world”
symbolize (means) all those people who do not believe in the Lord, and who are not
governed by doctrine from the Word (who do not care what the Bible may say), from
the inception (since the beginning) of the church, or in this case, from the inception
of that religion (Roman Catholic Religion). These people are no other than those who
have striven for dominion (the love of absolute control over other peoples life's) over
heaven and earth (they are not satisfied they rule the earth but wish to rule heaven
also). “the beast that was, and is not, and yet is”, symbolically means that the Word



thus rejected still endures (even though the Holy Bible is used only as a tool to rule,
nothing can stop it from being alive and true because Jesus’ love endures forever).

It is apparent from this that the marveling of those “who dwell on the earth, whose
names have not been written in the Lamb's Book of Life from the foundation of the
world, when they see the beast that was, and is not, and yet is”, symbolizes (means)
the astonishment (they are surprised) of those who belong to the Roman Catholic
religion, of all those who from its commencement strove for dominion over heaven
and earth, that even though the Word (Bible) had been thus rejected, still it endures
(even though the Holy Bible is used only as a tool to rule and control peoples lives,
nothing can stop it from being alive and true because Jesus’ love endures forever).
For people who strive for dominion over the sanctities (they pretend to be holy men
to get what they want) of the church and over heaven hate the Word (in their hearts
these religious leaders hate the Bible), because they hate the Lord (they also hate
Jesus because he is the truth of the Bible), if not with the lips (they do not dare to
openly say so), still at heart (the truth that they hate is hidden deep down in their
hearts). The reality of this is known to few in the world, because they are then in the
body; but it becomes evident after death, when they are in their spirit (when these
leaders die and they enter the spiritual world everyone there can easily see what they
are thinking).

This is the reason they will marvel that the Word still endures, even though it has
been rejected (even though the Holy Bible is used only as a tool to rule, nothing can
stop it from being alive and true because Jesus’ love endures forever). The Word
(Bible) still endures because it is Divine (it is of and from heaven), and the Lord is
present in it,

(“What God has said isn't only alive and active! It is sharper than any double-edged
sword. His word can cut through our spirits and souls and through our joints and
marrow, until it discovers the desires and thoughts of our hearts. Nothing is hidden
from God! He sees through everything, and we will have to tell him the truth”.)
(Hebrews 4:12-13)

**********

Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 9. “Anyone with wisdom can figure this out. The seven
heads that the woman is sitting on stand for seven hills. These heads are also seven
kings.”

"This is the mind which has wisdom." This symbolically means that this is the
interpretation (what this Bible verse means) in the natural sense (things that are
seen in the world for people who live in this world to be able to understand God’s
message), but intended for people who have the spiritual meaning (this is as how the
angels in heaven understand God’s message) from the Lord (Jesus is making the
interpretation of the vision that John has seen available to everyone to understand.
But He is especially speaking to the born-again followers of the church on the earth
to understand what He has said)



“this is the mind” means symbolically that this is the meaning and interpretation
(what this Bible verse means) of the things seen (Jesus will explain this to John and to
others). Which has “wisdom” means symbolically that it is (this message) for people
who are interiorly wise (they that have the ability to see how this religion affects the
Lord Jesus and His kingdom on earth).

This is the interpretation (what this Bible verse means) in the natural sense (things
that are seen in the world for people who live in this world to be able to understand
God’s message) for people who have the spiritual meaning (this is as how the angels
in heaven understand God’s message) because the interpretation (what this Bible
verse means) given by the (messenger) angel was put in terms of (this is written
plainly so that anyone who reads it can understand) the natural sense and not the
spiritual sense (Jesus is again describing the vision that the Apostle John has seen),
for he said that “the beast's seven heads were seven mountains, and also that they
were seven kings, and that one of them is, and the other has not yet come”. He said,
too, that “the beast” was the eighth, and of the seven, and so on with everything
else he said to the end of the chapter.

None of this can be understood except by people (who are reading this message
from Jesus) who have the spiritual meaning (this is as how the angels in heaven
understand God’s message) from the Lord. This, then, is what the mind's having
“wisdom” means symbolically (Jesus is saying this message is for those who follow
Him and understand the Master’s words).

The interpretation (what this Bible verse means) given by the (messenger) angel was
put in terms of the natural sense (things that are seen in the world for people who
live in this world to be able to understand God’s message) and not the spiritual
meaning (this is as how the angels in heaven understand God’s message) because
the natural sense (things that are seen in the world for people who live in this world
to be able to understand God’s message) is the foundation (like a home is built on
cement blocks), containing vessel, and buttress of its spiritual and celestial senses
(hidden within the natural sense is the spiritual sense as the angels in heaven read
Jesus’ messages from the Bible). Therefore interpretations (what Bible verses mean)
elsewhere in the Word (Bible) are given also in terms of the natural sense (things
that are seen in the world for people who live in this world to be able to understand
God’s message), which still cannot be understood (to fully understand God’s
messages) without the spiritual meaning (hidden within the natural sense is the
spiritual sense as the angels in heaven read Jesus’ messages from the Bible), as may
be seen in many places in the Prophets and also in the Gospels.

“Jesus Christ is exactly like God, who cannot be seen. He is the first-born Son, superior
to all creation. Everything was created by Jesus, everything in heaven and on earth,
everything seen and unseen, including all forces and powers, and all rulers and
authorities. All things were created by Jesus, and everything was made for Jesus
Christ. Jesus Christ was before all else, and by Jesus everything is held together. Jesus
is the head of his body, which is the church. Jesus is the very beginning, the first to be



raised from death, so that he would be above all others. God himself was pleased to
live fully in his Son Jesus Christ.” (Colossians 1:15-19)

**********

Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 10. “And there are seven kings; five have fallen, and
one is, and the other has not yet come. And when he comes, he must continue a
short time.”

"The seven heads are seven mountains on which the woman sits. They are also
seven kings." This symbolizes (means) the Divine goods and truths in the Word on
which the Roman Catholic religion was founded, in time destroyed and finally
profaned (when this religion was formed it started out with good goals but in time it
quickly sank down and they sinned greatly against the sacred holy truths found in the
Bible and pay no attention to the commands of Jesus).

Since “the scarlet beast” symbolizes (means) the Word (Holy Bible), and therefore its
“heads” symbolize the goods of love and truths of wisdom in it (all the precious
promises and blessings the Lord have for us), it follows that Word (Holy Bible) is here
described such as it is in these two respects in people meant by “Babylon” -
“mountains” symbolizing (means) the Divine goodness of love in it (for God is love),
and “kings” the Divine truth in it (God cannot lie). That “mountains” symbolize
(means) goods of love (that all religion should have love to Jesus) that “kings”
symbolize (means) truths of wisdom (they understand the commands of Jesus and
they follow them). A “head” in reference to the Lord symbolizes (means) the Divine
love of the Lord's Divine wisdom and the Divine wisdom of His Divine love
(everything good that is found in heaven and in the earth belongs only to the Lord
Jesus Christ). The number “seven” symbolizes (means) all and completeness (this
means all the perfection found in Jesus Christ), and is predicated of holy things (all
the holy things found in our Lord’s character). And “the woman” symbolizes the
Roman Catholic religion.

So, then, “the seven heads being seven mountains, on which the woman sits”,
symbolizes (means) the Divine goods and truths in the Word (Bible) on which the
Roman Catholic religion was founded (when this religion was formed it started out
with good ideas and goals but in time it quickly sank down and they sinned greatly
against the sacred holy truths found in the Bible and pay no attention to the
commands of Jesus). That is because the whole Word (Holy Bible) has been profaned
(they sin greatly against the sacred holy truths found in the Bible and pay no
attention to the commands of Jesus) and adulterated (grossly irreverent toward the
sacred holy things in the Bible and they twist and bend the meaning of the Bible to
make it say what they want it to) by that religion (Roman Catholic Religion).

It may seem as though the “seven mountains” on which “the woman sits” means
Rome (in the country of Italy), because Rome was built “seven mountains”, for which
it is also famous. But although Rome is meant, since the papal Throne (where the
Pope lives) and Curia (the church headquarters) of the Roman Catholic religion is



located there, still the “seven mountains” here nevertheless symbolize (means) the
Divine goods in the Word (that God is nothing but love) and so in the church
profaned (this church claims it “sits” upon everything holy found in the Bible, but they
sin greatly against the sacred holy truths found in the Bible) for the number “seven”
adds (means) only that something is holy, (but) here (in this Bible verse 10) that
something has been profaned (they sin greatly against the sacred holy truths found
in the Bible and pay no attention to the commands of Jesus), as is the case with the
same number elsewhere (for an example of the word “seven” so you can see). So we
find reported (in the Book of Revelation) “seven spirits before the throne of God”
(Revelation 1:4); “seven lampstands” with the Son of Man in their midst (Revelation
1:13; 2:1); “seven stars” (Revelation 2:1; 3:1). So, too, the “scarlet beast” here had
“seven heads”, and “the seven heads were seven mountains” and also “seven kings”.

"Five have fallen, one is, and the other has not yet come. And when he comes, he
must remain a short time." This symbolically means that the Word's Divine truths
(everything that Jesus spoke in the Bible is true) have all been destroyed (so they no
longer exist in this religion) but this one (this one truth that they claim is true), that
the Lord was given all authority in heaven and on earth (it is true Jesus has all
authority in heaven and earth but they have bent and twisted that truth for their own
use), and a second one (which is true), which has not yet (there will be a time when
the Catholic religion will have to answer fully on this truth) been called into question
(Jesus Christ Himself will reveal that this truth they do not follow or teach fully and
they actually try to hide it), and when it is, will not survive (when Jesus does question
why this truth is not real it will be exposed as fake teaching), namely, that the Lord's
humanity is Divine (this is true that Jesus is God, but they place Mary above Jesus and
claim she is the mother of God and many other false teachings).

The number “five” means, symbolically, not (the number) five, but all the others (all
the other truths found in the Holy Bible), here (in this Bible verse 10) all the other
Divine truths in the Word (Bible) (except for the two Bible truths we just discussed
and looked at in the last paragraph “one is, and the other has not yet come”), those
symbolized by “kings” (for “kings” in the Bible mean that Jesus is King of heaven and
King of earth and that all the things he rules by are truths and truths found in His
Holy Bible are called “kings”). For numbers in the book of Revelation, and in the
Word (Bible) in general, symbolize (means) the character of the things (how much
things are holy and true which is found in Jesus or just fake and counterfeit which is
from devils and hell) to which they are attached (so one word in the Bible may show
different meanings and most show either truth or lies that of the meaning they are
attached to), as may be seen from the numbers two, three, four, six, seven, ten,
twelve, and one hundred and forty-four, explained previously (in this Book of
Revelation commentary). Here, therefore (in this Bible verse 10), the number “five”
symbolizes (means) all the others (all the other truths found in the Holy Bible),
because the number “seven” symbolizes all the sanctities (the holiness and
perfection of) of the Word (Bible), and we are told next that “one is, and the other
has not yet come”, thus that out of all (there are two truths that remain that Jesus is
showing the Apostle John in this verse 10) there is still two (two things that are



serious and requiring sober consideration in the Catholic church for they are very bad
and they will be judged and dealt with at a later time).

It is apparent from this that five's having “fallen” means symbolically that all the rest
have been destroyed (all the rest of the truths found in the Bible they have ignored in
this religion besides these two). They are said to have “fallen”, because the reference
is to “kings”, who fall by the sword. "One is" symbolizes just this (one) Divine truth
(coming from the Lord Jesus in heaven), that the Lord (Jesus) has been given all
authority (that He alone is Lord and Creator God) in heaven and on earth, in
accordance with the Lord's own words in Matthew 28:18,

“Jesus came to them and said: I have been given all authority in heaven and on
earth!” (Matthew 28:18)

This one has not been destroyed, because Roman Catholics could not otherwise
claim for themselves dominion (all the rule and power over the church on the earth)
over everything connected with the church and the Word (Bible) and over (even)
heaven.

“The second king that has not yet come, and who, when he comes, must remain a
short time”, symbolizes (means) a Divine truth which has not yet come into question
(not yet come into judgment from the Lord Jesus), and which, when it does, will not
survive among Roman Catholics, namely, that the Lord's humanity is Divine (that
Jesus is God). We are told that it must remain a short time, because it is Divinely
provided so.

(this is so because) In addition to this, they say also that the saints will reign with
Christ, and that Christ is to be worshiped and the saints invoked and venerated. They
say, too, that Christ is the true light, and that in Him they live and are worthy of His
merit, and other like things which involve the Divinity of His humanity (that Jesus is
God).

**********

Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 11. “And the beast which was, and is not, is himself the
eighth, and is of the seven; and he goes into destruction.”

"And the beast that was, and is not, is itself the eighth, and is of the seven, and is
going to destruction." This symbolically means that the Word (Bible), as mentioned
previously, is Divine good itself and Divine truth (everything good and true is found in
Jesus Christ and Jesus is the Word (Bible), and that it has been taken from the laity
and common people to keep the Roman Catholic hierarchy's profanations and
adulterations of it from appearing, and the people's turning away on that account (in
1943 the common people were allowed to read the Bible, but even today it is not
widely discussed or talked about in church services).



“He who has no love has no knowledge of God, because God is love. And the love of
God was made clear to us when he sent his only Son into the world so that we might
have life through him. And this is love, not that we had love for God, but that he had
love for us, and sent his Son to be an offering for our sins.” (1 John 4:8-10)

**********

Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 12. “The ten horns that you saw are ten more kings,
who have not yet come into power, and they will rule with the beast for only a short
time.”

(At this time during the explanation of the visions the Apostle John has seen are being
explained and what they mean. For to the Apostle to the people in the church on the
earth he will take this message back to. It may be confusing to understand all these
strange things John has seen. Jesus is like a kind and loving father who explains the
lessons of life to His children. Here He explains the reasons why He does the things
that He does. He is not a mean, angry and vengeful God who only desires to take
revenge on people and to throw them into hell. For He is the opposite of that. He is
pure love and pure holy truth and He loves everyone and only wishes to bless people
and have them join Him in His heavenly family.)

(We will here use as text another Bible commentary by Emanuel Swedenborg called
“Apocalypse Explained” or “Revelation Explained” which goes into more detail and
meaning of the Book of Revelation found at the end of the Holy Bible).

(Verse 12 continued) And “the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings”. That this
signifies (means) the power of the truths of the Word (that Jesus
Christ alone can save and not a Pope), is evident from the signification (meaning) of
“horns”, as denoting the power of truth (only the power of Jesus Christ can raise
people from the dead into everlasting life in heaven and not a Pope); there were “ten
horns”, because (in the word-Bible) “ten” signifies (means in the Bible) many persons
and also many things, also all persons and all things (for example there are “Ten
commandments” which means they contain all the things for a person to live a good
life in heaven and on the earth).

Hence (so when we say) by “ten horns”, when said of the truths of the Word (Bible),
is signified all power (only the power of Jesus Christ can raise people from the dead
into everlasting life in heaven and not a Pope). And from the signification (meaning)
of “ten kings”, as denoting the truths of the Word (Bible) and thence of the church
(these truths from the Bible are used to form a church on earth).

In these three verses (12,13,14), and also in verses 16 and 17, what is signified
(meaning) by “the ten horns” of the beast is explained, that is, those Divine truths
(all the precious promises of the Bible), which the Babylonish nation (the Roman
Catholic religion) has profaned (they sin greatly against the sacred holy truths found
in the Bible and pay no attention to the commands of Jesus), the chief (the worst
things they have done) of which are, that (only) the Lord (Jesus) has power over



heaven and over earth (only the power of Jesus Christ can raise people from the dead
into everlasting life in heaven and not a Pope), and that the Word (Holy Bible) alone
is holy and Divine (everything found in the Holy Bible is from Jesus and is Jesus).

For these two truths (only the power of Jesus Christ can raise people from the dead
into everlasting life in heaven and not a Pope and everything found in the Holy Bible
is from Jesus and not a lie) make the Lord's church itself on earth (only Jesus Christ is
Lord of heaven and the earth and not a Pope of the Catholic religion); the church
being a church from the worship of the Lord (a loving heart toward Jesus) and the
reading of the Word (believing all the precious promises of Jesus found in the Bible).
For the Lord reforms (teaches) men and the Word (Bible) teaches how they are to
live (they are to live a Godly life on earth and prepare themselves for an eternal life in
heaven in God’s big family), that they may be reformed by the Lord (they are trained
by the Lord Himself on how to do this). If, therefore, these two truths (only the power
of Jesus Christ can raise people from the dead into everlasting life in heaven and not
a Pope and everything found in the Holy Bible is from Jesus and not a lie) are not
acknowledged (do not believe they are true) and received (do not live Godly lives that
are pleasing to the Lord), the church itself must perish (if those things do not happen
then the true church will no longer exist on the earth); for upon these two truths
(only the power of Jesus Christ can raise people from the dead into everlasting life in
heaven and not a Pope and everything found in the Holy Bible is from Jesus and not a
lie) the church is founded (on the truth only Jesus is Lord and King of Kings).

Hence it is (for this reason) that it came to pass (that if the true church could no
longer exist on the earth) of the Lord's Divine Providence (Jesus created a way that
the true church of Jesus Christ would survive on the earth), that some churches
separated themselves (they did not like what they were seeing in how the Catholic
church was working for it was not true Bible truth)) from (and in) the Babylonish
church (the Roman Catholic religion); these (new churches that came up to separate
from the Catholic church) acknowledge (these new people who leave the Catholic
church) say the Lord's Divine power over heaven and earth to be equal to the power
of God the Father (that Jesus is God), and also attribute (they believe the Bible is the
inspired Word of God) Divine sanctity to the Word (Bible) alone (only the power of
Jesus Christ can raise people from the dead into everlasting life in heaven and not a
Pope and everything found in the Holy Bible is from Jesus and not a lie). This was
provided by the Lord, lest the Christian Church in Europe should fall utterly (since the
Roman Catholic religion at that time controlled all the Christian religions there). That
these things are signified (meant) by “the ten horns” which are “ten kings” will be
seen from what follows (the visions that the Apostle John has seen will continue to to
be explained by the messenger angel).

“And have received no kingdom as yet; but they receive power as kings one hour
with the beast.” That this signifies (means) with those who have not thus
acknowledged the Lord's power over heaven and earth to be transferred to man
(they refuse to believe the Pope controls all the power of heaven on the earth), and
who have attributed Divine sanctity to the Word (the authority and holiness of this
book the Bible comes from Jesus Christ alone), and not so to the edicts (commands)



of the Pope (they do not believe that the Pope has been given power over the church
on earth), is evident (this can be seen from) from the signification (the meaning) of
“kings”, as denoting (means) the truths of the Word (the praise of Jesus for all His
precious promises); in this case those two primary truths treated of in the verses just
preceding (only the power of Jesus Christ can raise people from the dead into
everlasting life in heaven and not a Pope and everything found in the Holy Bible is
from Jesus and is not a lie); and from the signification (meaning) of “kingdom”, as
denoting (meaning) the church, in this case the church which is called Babylon (the
Roman Catholic religion), where those two truths (only the power of Jesus Christ can
raise people from the dead into everlasting life in heaven and not a Pope and
everything found in the Holy Bible is from Jesus and is not a lie) are profaned (this
Roman Catholic religion sins greatly against the sacred holy truths found in the Bible
and pay no attention to the commands of Jesus); and yet by those who [are here
signified] by the “kings” who have not yet received a “kingdom”, they are not
profaned (they are correct in what they say), but received (they believe the Bible is
the inspired truth of God); and from the signification of “one hour”, as denoting
(meaning) some part. For by “hour”, in the Word (Bible), as by (the word) “times” in
general (things to do with a clock or time) and in particular, is signified (so this means)
a thing (here in this verse a church) as to the quality of its state (how are they reading
the Bible and are they following the commands of Jesus?). Here, therefore, by “one
hour” is signified some part, consequently, that they reigned in some small degree
with the woman, the whore. From these observations, therefore, this sense results,
that these two primary truths of the church, namely, that the Lord's power over
heaven and over the church, consequently, over the souls of men to save them, is
transferred to some man, and that the word of the Pope is of equal power and
sanctity with the Word (commands of Jesus in the Bible), are not acknowledged
(these people who have left the Roman Catholic religion do not believe the Roman
Catholic Pope is the one who represents Jesus Christ on the earth), thus not profaned
(they say with their tongues that only Jesus Christ is the Lord of heaven and the
earth). That this sense (or meaning of this verse) is contained in those words (of this
Bible verse) may be clearly seen from what follows, namely, that they shall deliver up
their power to the beast, by which is signified that they shall attribute Divine sanctity
to the Word (they believe and follow the commands of Jesus that are found in the
Bible). Also that the Lamb shall fight with them (since they follow Jesus and obey His
commands the Lord will help them break away from this false religion), and that the
Lamb (Jesus the Savior of the world) shall overcome them (any attempt by the
Roman Catholic religion to stop this church who follow Jesus and His commands will
be powerless), by which is signified (means) that they will acknowledge that the Lord
has the power of saving (Jesus Christ alone is the Savior of the world and not the
Pope); thus, that dominion over heaven, the church, and the souls of men belongs to
the Lord (only Jesus is Lord of Lords and King of Kings), and not to the Pope (of the
Roman Catholic religion).

Because outside the kingdoms of Babylon (where the Roman Catholic religion is)
there are churches that give all the power of saving to the Lord (He alone is the
Savior of the world), and none to the Pope (these people who have left the Roman
Catholic religion do not believe the Roman Catholic Pope is the one who represents



Jesus Christ on the earth), and acknowledge the Word (Bible) alone to be Divine (the
Holy Bible is their guide to wisdom and understanding of the Lord’s kingdom), and
have entirely withdrawn (left behind) from papal dominion (they refuse to believe
that the Pope has all power of the church on earth), and are thence called
Protestants and Reformed, therefore these are also treated of in this chapter (17).
For they are those of whom it is said, “that they shall hate the whore, and make her
desolate and naked, and also shall devour her flesh, and burn her with fire, and
who shall give their kingdom to the beast” (verse 16 and 17). But of those we shall
speak presently (these Bible verses and topic will be discussed more later).

**********

Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 13. “They all think alike and will give their power and
authority to the beast.”

“These have one mind, and shall give over their power and authority to the beast”,
signifies (means) that they (this new church that separate from the Roman Catholic
religion) acknowledge unanimously (they all agree) that government and dominion
over the church are solely through the Word (by the Holy Bible and the
commandments that Jesus spoke in it). By "having one mind" is signified to
acknowledge unanimously; by "giving power and authority to the beast" is signified
(means) to ascribe government and dominion over the church to the Word (Jesus
alone is the Lord of Lords and King of Kings and the only leader of the Christian
church in the earth). The reason that government and dominion over the church are
meant, is because the Word (Bible), and therefore the church, is treated of. From
these things it is manifest (can be shown), that by "these have one mind, and give
their power and authority to the beast," is signified (means) that they unanimously
acknowledge (they all agree) that government and dominion over the church are
solely through the Word (by the Holy Bible and the commandments that Jesus spoke
in it). They indeed acknowledge the Pontiff as the head of the church (most Christian
churches have one leader), but they say that his government and dominion over the
church is not like that of the head over the body (Jesus alone is ruler over all the
Christian churches on the earth), but is like one supreme over the body that does not
rule and govern from itself (these new churches say a human being does not have
authority to rule the Christian churches on the earth), but from God through the
Word (the Holy Bible contains all the commandments and teachings from the Lord
Jesus that the church on earth should follow); and that it is then to be obeyed.
Consequently that the interpretation of the Word (Bible) does not belong to his (one-
man) arbitrary determination alone (not whatever this one man leader comes up
within his mind), as has come to pass (as in the Roman Catholic religion it must be
obeyed); because thus the Divine authority of the Word (Bible) is perverted (they
change the meaning and words of Jesus) and perishes (and by doing so Jesus will
leave this church because they disobey the words He has spoken).

**********



Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 14. “These will make war against the Lamb, and the
Lamb will overcome them, because he is the Lord of lords and King of kings; and
those who are with him are named, marked out, and true.”

“These shall fight with the Lamb, and the Lamb shall overcome them”. That this
signifies (means) that they shall have a contest with those meant by “the whore”
(Babylon or the Roman Catholic Church) about the sanctity (holiness) of the Word
(Holy Bible), and the Lord's power to save men (Jesus Christ alone is the Savior of the
World); and that the Lord (Jesus) will rescue (save them from this false religion) those
who are willing to be led of him by means of the Word (Holy Bible), and not by “the
woman”, “the whore” (they refuse to believe the Catholic church is given any power
over the Christian church on the earth) - this is evident from the signification of
“fighting with the Lamb”, as denoting (meaning) to have contention (they refuse to
believe) about the sanctity of the Word (that the Holy Bible is the inspired Word of
the Lord Jesus), and about the power of the Lord to save men (that Jesus Christ alone
is the Savior of the World). For those who contend about these things (these two
things especially) fight with the Lord (they insist that they are right), but not against
the Lord (for “Jesus Christ is the same yesterday today and forever” he does not
change), for the Lord is the Word (He is everything contained within the Holy Bible),
and the Lord (Jesus) is salvation (He alone is the Saviour of the world) - and from the
signification of, “and the Lamb shall overcome them”, as denoting (meaning) that He
(Jesus) shall rescue (save them from this false religion) those (followers of the
Catholic religion) who are willing to be instructed and led of Him by the Word (they
read and see the commands of the Lord Jesus in the Holy Bible and wish to obey and
follow them and not the commands of a Pope). That these are they whom the Lord
conquers (Jesus does not force them to follow Him but he helps those who do), is
evident from what follows in this verse, that “those who are with Him are called, and
chosen, and faithful.”

These are all in the kingdoms subject to the papal dominion who only call the Pope
the Head of the Church, and not in such a sense a vicar (the Pope does not represent
and rule from the authority of heaven but only as part of another Christian church on
the earth) as to put him in the place of the Lord in the world, with the power of
opening and shutting heaven at will, because this power is Divine (Jesus Christ alone
is the Lord of Lords and King of Kings and the only leader of the Christian church in
the earth), which cannot be transferred to any man (this power belongs to Jesus
Christ alone who is “the Lamb” and not to a created man), also, that it is not
allowable for the Pope to change the holy things of the Word (Holy Bible), and issue
new edicts that do not agree therewith (that the Holy Bible is the inspired Word of
the Lord Jesus only and that Jesus Christ alone is the Savior of the World). These are
those (who have left the Roman Catholic Religion) here meant.

“For he is Lord of lords, and King of kings.” That this signifies (or means) because
“the Lord” (Jesus Christ) is Good itself and Truth itself (for God is love and there is no
darkness in Him at all and He cannot lie), and thence almighty (for above Him there is
no other god), is evident from this, that “the Lord” (Jesus) is called “Lord” from
Divine good (for God is love), and “King” from Divine truth (He cannot lie).



“And those that are with him, are called, and chosen, and faithful.” That this signifies
(means) that those (who follow the commands of Jesus) who are in love to the Lord
(the first and most important commandment), in love towards the neighbour (the
second most important commandment), and (are) in the faith of charity, are in the
truth concerning the Lord's Divine power (they confess and say Jesus Christ alone is
Lord of Lords and King of Kings), and concerning the Divine sanctity of the Word (the
Bible is the holy message from God to the church on earth); this is evident from the
signification of being “called”, when by the Lord (since God is love and that he is
constantly “calling” all the people on the earth to please love him back,)

“Let us therefore love God: because God first has loved us.” (1 John 4:19)

as denoting those (who follow the commands of Jesus) who are in love to the Lord
(the first and most important commandment); and from the signification of “chosen”,
as denoting (meaning) those who are in love towards the neighbour (the second
most important commandment) and from the signification (meaning) of “faithful”, as
denoting (meaning) those (who follow the commands of Jesus) who are in the faith
of charity (they love and want to help the neighbor because Jesus commanded them
to do so). That these are meant by the “called”, “chosen”, and “faithful”, is evident
from the Word (Bible), where the “called”, “chosen”, and “faithful” are mentioned
(talked about); and from this (we can see the spiritual meaning of this verse that up
in heaven), that the angels of the third heaven, who are in love to the Lord, are
named the “called"; the angels of the second heaven, who are in love towards the
neighbour, are named the “chosen," and the angels of the first heaven, who are in
the faith of charity (they love and want to help the neighbor because Jesus
commanded them to do so), are named the “faithful."

Now because in the Lord's (Jesus’) church on earth (those who truly follow Jesus and
obey His commands) there are those (of the Lord’s church on the earth) who are of
the third (“called”), of the second (“chosen”), and of the first heaven (“faithful") (the
church on the earth has people who will belong to those three levels of heaven where
the angels live), and who therefore, after death (after they die and leave this world),
become angels of those (three) heavens, therefore it is, that by the “called”, the
“chosen”, and the “faithful” are meant all those (in the Christian world) in the
kingdoms under the dominion of the Pope (who live in a world where the dominant
Christian religion is the Roman Catholic religion) who attribute (they confess only) to
the Lord (Jesus Christ) the power of saving men (that Jesus Christ alone is the Savior
of the World and gives eternal life), and to the Word (Holy Bible) alone Divine
sanctity (it is holy and true) and inspiration (it contains all the precious promises of
Jesus); and in these two essentials (very important truths) withdraw from (they have
left the Roman Catholic religion and) the vicarious authority of the Pope (this new
church on the earth refuses to accept the laws and degrees of a Pope and follows the
Lord Jesus Christ only “For he is Lord of lords, and King of kings.”).

**********



Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 15. “The oceans that you saw the prostitute sitting on
are crowds of people from all races and languages.”

”Then he said to me, "The waters that you saw, where the harlot sits, are peoples
and multitudes, nations and tongues." (the messenger angel continues to tell the
Apostle John the meaning of all the visions he has been shown) This symbolically
means that under papal dominion (the rule of a Pope), but caught up in various ways
in that religion's adulterated (mixing evil garbage with the pure waters of the Bible-
Word) and profaned (showing no respect toward the sacred and holy Bible) truths of
the Word (Bible), are “peoples” of a varying doctrine and discipline (they say they are
of the Roman Catholic religion but they do what the Pope says sometimes yes and
sometimes no), and of a varying religion and confession of it (means the people on
earth who say they follow this Roman Catholic religion but follow it in different ways).

“The waters” that (the Apostle) John saw where “the harlot sits” are “the waters”
mentioned in verse 1 of this chapter (17), where we are told, "I will show you the
judgment of the great harlot who sits on many waters." “The waters” (in verse 1 of
this chapter 17) there symbolize (means) the Word's truths (all the precious promises
of Jesus) adulterated (mixing evil garbage with the pure waters of the Bible-Word)
and profaned (showing no respect toward the sacred and holy Bible).

This verse (verse 15) says that “the waters” are “peoples, multitudes, nations and
tongues”, because these symbolize (means) all those peoples of various doctrines
and disciplines (they say they are of the Roman Catholic religion but they do what the
Pope says sometimes yes and sometimes no), and of various religions and
confessions, who are under papal dominion (they say they are of the Roman Catholic
religion but they do what the Pope says sometimes yes sometimes no). For “peoples”
symbolize (means) people concerned with doctrine (what the Roman Catholic
religion tells them and they try to understand it), “multitudes”, (means) people
concerned with discipline (they try very hard to follow what the religion tells them to
do); “nations”, (means all the) people concerned with religion (they are trying to find
God), and “tongues”, people concerned with confession (these like the idea of
religious faith in their lives).

Here then (in verse 15) we are told about the reception (whether they accept what
they are being told by the Roman Catholic religion) and understanding of the Word
(do they understand the Holy Bible and what is really true) among all the rest of the
people under papal dominion (can they tell the difference in what the Pope tell them
is true or do they see the real truth in the Bible). This is afterward followed by
verses 16 and 17 (Chapter 17) regarding Protestants (those who have left the Roman
Catholic religion and have turned their back to it). Thus in due order is everything
foretold.

That there are “peoples” under papal dominion (under the rules of the Catholic
religion and the Pope) of various doctrines (“peoples”) and disciplines (“multitudes”),
and of various religions (“nations”) and confessions (“tongues”), is something people
know; for that religion (Roman Catholic) is not revered (shown worship) in the same



way in the different kingdoms (different countries in the earth may respect and love
the Catholic religion or they may totally not care for it).

**********

Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 16. “And the ten horns which you saw, and the beast,
these will be turned against the evil woman, and will make her waste and uncovered,
and will take her flesh for food, and will have her burned with fire.”

"And the ten horns which you saw on the beast, these will hate the harlot." This
symbolizes (means) the Word (Holy Bible) as to the power it has (“the ten horns”)
from Divine truths (coming from the Lord Jesus in heaven) among Protestants (this
group of people who have left the Roman Catholic religion and reject the idea that
the Pope has mastery of the church on the earth), who have thrown off entirely the
yoke of papal dominion (this Christian church rejects all the things the Roman
Catholic religion stands for). We find the phrase here, as in (also found in)
verse 12 above (chapter 17), "the ten horns which you saw on the beast," where it
says that they were “ten kings”, but here simply "these," (the Protestants with whom
Jesus will use to end the rule of the Roman Catholic Religion) because there (in
verse 12 above chapter 17), as here, the subject is people who have turned away
from the Roman Catholic religion - there (in verse 12 above chapter 17) people who
have done so partly (this group of Christian people in verse 12 are trying very hard to
leave the Catholic religion), but here (in this verse 16) people who have done so
entirely (this group of people or what is called the Protestant or reformed church
truly follows the Lord Jesus Christ and obey His commands are completely free from
the Roman Catholic Religion).

That Protestants or the Reformed (this group of people who have left the Roman
Catholic religion and reject the idea that the Pope has mastery of the church on the
earth) are the subject here (in this verse 16 this and what it is talking about) is
apparent from the predictions (the messenger angel is continuing to show the
Apostle John what will happen in the future and to pass this information on to the
church on the earth) that follow, that they (the Protestants or the Reformed Christian
church) will make “the harlot” (the Roman Catholic Religion) “desolate” (more and
more of their followers will begin to leave this false religion) and “naked” (the
Righteousness of Jesus Christ will begin to leave them as they refuse to repent), eat
her “flesh” (the things of the world and the “flesh” and the insanity of self-worship)
and burn her with “fire” (not to burn people’s bodies but to cast away the hideous
and hellish teachings of this false religion so they may never to be seen again), and
give their kingdom to “the beast” (the precious holy Word of Jesus Christ). That "the
ten horns which you saw on the beast" symbolize (means) the Word (Bible) as to the
power (the incredible power of God’s love) it has from Divine truths (that are found
in the Bible). That to “hate the harlot” is not to endure (refuse to believe anything
that comes out of the mouth of) the Roman Catholic religion, and therefore to (if
they do that it follows they will) throw off entirely the yoke (the worthless burden) of
papal dominion (this group of people have left the Roman Catholic religion and reject



the idea that the Pope is in charge of the church on the earth), is apparent without
explanation (it is easy to see this is true from reading this Bible verse).

"And make her desolate and naked." This symbolically means that Protestants (this
group of people who have left the Roman Catholic religion and reject the idea that
the Pope has mastery of the church on the earth) will rid themselves of the falsities
(the Catholic rejection of the truth found in the Bible and they substitute their own
poisonous false ideas) and evils (from their lusts of the mind and of the body) of the
Roman Catholic religion.

To “make her desolate” means, symbolically, to rid themselves of (they walk away
and leave behind) the Roman Catholic religion's falsities (their rejection of the truth
found in the Bible and they substitute their own poisonous false ideas), and to make
her “naked” means, symbolically, to rid themselves of (they walk away and leave
behind) its evils (that the lusts of the mind and of the body control the thinking of this
religion), for they make it “desolate” (more and more of the Catholic followers will
begin to leave this false religion) and “naked” in themselves (the Righteousness of
Jesus Christ will begin to leave them as they refuse to repent or change). “Desolation”
in the Word (Bible) is predicated (this means) of truths (coming from the Lord Jesus
in heaven can no longer be found in the religion) and falsities (their rejection of the
truth found in the Bible and have substituted their own poisonous false ideas have
taken over and suffocated the truth found in Jesus Christ), while “nakedness” is
predicated (this means) of goods (the message of His eternal love for us is lost) and
evils (the result is the lusts of the mind and of the body control the thinking of this
religion), as can be seen from what we have presented regarding “nakedness” (in the
Revelation Chapter 16:15 Bible commentary).

It can be seen from this that their (the Protestants or the Reformed) making her
“desolate” and “naked” means symbolically that they will rid themselves of (they
walk away and leave behind) all that (Roman Catholic) religion's falsities (their
rejection of the truth found in the Bible and they substitute their own poisonous false
ideas have taken over and suffocated the truth of Jesus Christ) and evils (that the
lusts of the mind and of the body control the thinking of this religion). People know
that this is what Protestants or the Reformed (this group of people who have left the
Roman Catholic religion and reject the idea that the Pope has mastery of the church
on the earth) have done (in the future this will be known).

“Remember that Christ says, "When I come, it will surprise you like a thief! But God
will bless you, if you are awake and ready. Then you won't have to walk around
naked and be ashamed." (Revelation 16:15)

"And eat her flesh and burn her with fire." This symbolically means that Protestants
(this group of people who have left the Roman Catholic religion and reject the idea
that the Pope has mastery of the church on the earth) will with hatred condemn and
destroy in themselves the evils and falsities inherent in the Roman Catholic religion
(they will strongly reject all the false teaching of the Roman Catholic religion), and
will renounce the religion itself and expunge it in themselves (they will always be



examining themselves inside their heart so they do not do such things as they do and
will not hurt the heart of Jesus their heavenly Father).

This is said of Protestants (this group of people who have left the Roman Catholic
religion and reject the idea that the Pope has mastery of the church on the earth),
who will deal thus with “the harlot”, that is, with the Roman Catholic religion. To
“eat her flesh” means, symbolically, with hatred to condemn and destroy in
themselves the inherent characteristics of that religion, which are evils and falsities
(they will always be examining themselves inside their heart so they do not do such
things as they do and will not hurt the heart of Jesus their heavenly Father). And to
“burn her with fire” means, symbolically, to renounce that religion as profane
(grossly irreverent toward the commandments of Jesus and the sacred and Holy Bible)
and expunge it in themselves (they will always be examining themselves inside their
heart so they do not do such things as they do and will not hurt the heart of Jesus
their heavenly Father).

**********

Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 17. “God is the one who made these kings all think
alike and decide to give their power to the beast. And they will do this until what
God has said comes true.”

"For God has put it into their hearts to carry out His purpose, and to be of one mind
and give their kingdom to the beast." This symbolizes (means) a judgment among
Protestants from the Lord (Jesus will put it in their heart to do this) that they should
utterly repudiate and renounce (they walk away and leave behind) the Roman
Catholic religion and expunge (to remove from their thinking) and eradicate (to think
only of the Lord Jesus and not to obey a false religion) and His commandments (to
obey Jesus’ words in the Holy Bible) it in themselves, and a unanimous judgment that
they should acknowledge the Word (the Holy Bible is the only authority and
excellence from heaven) and found (to establish and plant) the church (Jesus’ people
on the earth) on it (obeying Jesus’ words in the Holy Bible).

Since the “harlot” symbolizes (means they who join themselves to) the Roman
Catholic religion, and “the ten horns” (this group of Christians that walk around in
the power of Jesus) that will “hate the harlot” symbolize (means) Protestants (those
Christians who have left the Roman Catholic religion) it is apparent (from this Bible
verse) that carrying out God's purpose (what His plan is) means symbolically that
they judged and concluded that they should utterly repudiated and renounce the
Roman Catholic religion and expunge and eradicate it in themselves (they should
never look back at the religion they have left behind). And it is apparent (from this
Bible verse) as well that to be of one mind (this group of Christians walk together and
agree on what Jesus said in His Bible) and give their kingdom to the beast means,
symbolically, to unanimously judge and conclude that they should acknowledge the
Word (the Holy Bible is the only authority and excellence from heaven) and found the
church (Jesus’ people on the earth) on it (obeying Jesus’ words in the Holy Bible).
“The beast” symbolizes (means) the Word (the Holy Bible), as it has everywhere



before, and “their kingdom” symbolizes (means) the church and government over it
(Jesus rules this group of Christians from heaven), about which we will say more here
below. That “God put it into their hearts” means symbolically that their judgments
(how they see and understand what the Roman Catholic religion really is) came from
the Lord (Jesus gave them the ability to understand that they are seeing a false
religion).

"Until the words of God are fulfilled." This symbolically means, until all the things
foretold (Jesus is showing the Apostle John the future in these visions and now the
messenger angel is explaining what they mean) about them (the Protestants) have
been fulfilled.

To be “fulfilled” means, symbolically, to be brought to completion (this means
everything told by the Lord from the beginning to the end), and the words of God
symbolize (mean) the things that have been foretold (predicted) in the Word (Bible).
Because we are also told they are to be “fulfilled”, it symbolically means, until they
all are (not a single word that Jesus has spoken shall not happen as He said). This is
said in reference to Protestants (those Christians who have left the Roman Catholic
religion) and the fact that “they will give their kingdom to the beast”, which is to say,
that they will acknowledge the Word (Bible) and found the church upon it (The Holy
Bible is their guide).

But though Protestants acknowledge the Word (Bible) indeed, and say that the
church is founded (established) on it, they nevertheless found (establish) the
doctrine (what they believe) of their church on a single saying of Paul, that "a person
is justified by faith apart from the deeds of the law" (Romans 3:28), which they
completely misunderstand (for a faith and a belief in God is very important but
unless people do something to live their faith it is just words then that religion is
dead).

Because the text (Bible verse) says here, "until the words of God are fulfilled," we will
also say (that says something very much like this verse) what the Lord's last words to
His disciples symbolized, when He said:

“Go... and make disciples of all nations..., teaching them to observe all things that I
have commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the age.
Amen.” (Matthew 28:19-20)

“Even to the end of the age” means even to the end of the church (for if a church is
not pleasing to the Lord Jesus and it is not following His commands then it must end
and a new church will be established), and if people then do not turn to the Lord
(Jesus) Himself, and live in accordance with His commandments (love to the Lord and
love to the neighbor), they are forsaken by the Lord (Jesus will not always keep
calling them into His heavenly family because they refuse to listen and He will leave
them behind),



“Anyone who hears and obeys these teachings of mine is like a wise person who built
a house on solid rock. Rain poured down, rivers flooded, and winds beat against that
house. But it did not fall, because it was built on solid rock. Anyone who hears my
teachings and doesn't obey them is like a foolish person who built a house on sand.
The rain poured down, the rivers flooded, and the winds blew and beat against that
house. Finally, it fell with a crash.” (Matthew 7:24-27)

and people forsaken (left behind) by the Lord (Jesus) become as pagans (when Jesus
leaves them the light of the world leaves) having no religion (they have no spiritual
life inside of them). The Lord then is present only with people who will be those of
His New Church (as Jesus predicted to the Apostle John in Revelation chapter 21,

“I saw a new heaven and a new earth. The first heaven and the first earth had
disappeared, and so had the sea. Then I saw New Jerusalem, that holy city, coming
down from God in heaven. It was like a bride dressed in her wedding gown and ready
to meet her husband. I heard a loud voice shout from the throne: God's home is now
with his people. He will live with them, and they will be his own. Yes, God will make
his home among his people.” (Revelation 21:1-3)

This is the symbolic meaning of the declarations, "until the Words of God are
fulfilled," and "even to the end of the age."

**********

Revelation Chapter 17 Verse 18. “The woman you saw is the great city that rules
over all kings on earth.”

"And the woman whom you saw is the great city which holds sway over the kings of
the earth." This symbolically means that the Roman Catholic religion will reign (be in
control of) as to doctrine (what they claim heaven has to say) in the Christian world,
and to some extent still also among the Protestant Reformed (this group of people
who have left the Roman Catholic religion and reject the idea that the Pope has
mastery of the church on the earth), even though the latter are not under papal
dominion (even though these Christian religious groups do not follow the Pope they
still practice many of the same religious ceremonies).

But we must say how this is so (we cannot tell you enough that this is true). The
Roman Catholic Church holds sway (they influence the minds) over Protestants (this
group of Christian people who have left the Roman Catholic religion and reject the
idea that the Pope has mastery of the church on the earth), not to the degree (extent)
that it does over those who are committed to its religion (followers and admirers of
the Roman Catholic religion), but to the extent that Protestants (those Christians
who have left the Roman Catholic religion) in some measure have accepted its
doctrines (these teachings even though these Protestant Christian religious groups do
not follow the Pope they still practice many of the same religious ceremonies used for
public worship). The doctrines they (the Protestants) have accepted (from the Roman
Catholic religion) are these, (1) that they turn to God the Father and not the Lord



(they teach that God the Father is the one to whom they must pray), (2) that they do
not acknowledge (confess) the Lord's humanity (taking the form of a man when he
came to earth) as Divine (they do not teach the fullness of God the Father is found in
Jesus Christ) (3) that His (Jesus’) suffering of the cross (the reason Jesus had to die on
the cross even though He did nothing wrong) constitutes (for this reason it was) an
atonement, conciliation and satisfaction with God the Father (Jesus became a
sacrifice for all men’s sins so that God the Father’s anger and wrath would stop and
he would not destroy all the people in the world); (4) the imputation (the transfer) of
the merit of Christ (Jesus’ sacrifice on the cross forever sets free the Christian of any
sin before the throne of God on Judgment Day); (5) some tenets (religious teachings
that is proclaimed as true without any proof). (6) regarding baptism (babies are
sprinkled with water), (7) original sin (all sin came from the fall of one man and that
man was called Adam), and (8) free will (humans can accept or reject the Savior of
the world and His sacrifice on the cross); and, in the case of (the) Lutherans (church
religion), that they come close (they almost do the same thing as the Roman Catholic
religion in their church gatherings) to accepting (9) the “doctrine of
transubstantiation” (which is the Roman Catholic teaching that the bread and the
wine changes into the substance of the body and blood of Christ when consecrated in
the Eucharist during the Catholic Mass).

These doctrines taken over (that the Protestants still use in their churches) from
Roman Catholicism, and that in some part accord with it (even parts of the
Protestant teaching agree with Roman Catholic Religion), are the reason we are told
that “the woman”, which is “the great city”, “holds sway over the kings of the earth”
(the idea that Roman Catholic religion has become weakened and is dying is not true).

“The woman” symbolizes (means) the Roman Catholic religion, as we have said. “A
city” symbolizes (means) doctrine (church teachings). “A kingdom” symbolizes the
(Christian) church, and thus to “hold sway” symbolizes the governing of it (the
Catholic Religion teachings are allowed to continue). “Kings of the earth” symbolizes
(means) a church's truths or falsities (whether a church follows Christ’s true
teachings or some twisted and bent version of His words), and so also its doctrines
(whether the teachings are true or lies). “The earth” symbolizes (means) the
(Christian) church.

It is apparent (we cannot tell you enough that this is true) from this that the
declaration that “the woman whom you saw is the great city which holds sway over
the kings of the earth”, symbolically means that the Roman Catholic religion will
reign as to doctrine (church teachings) in the Christian world, and to some extent still
also among the Protestant Reformed (the Protestant-reformed Christians may think
they have totally left the Catholic religion but the truth is they have not), even though
the latter (those who have left the Catholic religion) are not under papal dominion
(they do not obey the Pope’s commands, the idea that Roman Catholic religion has
become weakened and is dying is not exactly true).

End Revelation Chapter 17



**********

The Contents of Each Bible Verse - Revelation Chapter 18

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 1. “I saw another angel come from heaven. This one
had great power, and the earth was bright because of his glory.”

Verse 1. "After these things I saw," signifies (means) a continuation (the Apostle John
is seeing more of the revelation of Jesus Christ concerning what will happen to the
Catholic Church on the earth) respecting the Roman Catholic religious persuasion
(and those on that earth that are followers of this religion),

"And after these things I saw," signifies (means) the Apostle John is beginning to see
what will happen next concerning the destruction (the breaking down of the Catholic
church on the earth) and condemnation (the judgment and the casting out of this
religious system) of those who were in the Roman Catholic religious system, and
misused authority over the holy things of the church and heaven (who stole the
authority of Jesus Christ who alone has authority over heaven and earth), with the
purpose (with the goal) of having dominion (absolute control) over all, and of
possessing all the goods of others (in great greed they want all the money in the
world they can get their hands on).

These things are here signified (mean) by "after these things I saw," because they are
talked about in this chapter of the Book of Revelation (18). The dogmas (the religious
beliefs and teachings) of that (Catholic) religious system are attached to this work
(this Bible commentary), that they who are in enlightenment (can see the real truth
of what this religion is all about) from the Lord (He gives clear vision to His true
children) that they may see that they think of nothing else than dominion over the
souls of men (through religion they love to control people), to the end (with the goal)
that they may be worshiped as gods, and may alone possess the goods of the whole
world (in great greed they want all the money in the world they can get their hands
on).

And because that was their end (to be worshiped as gods and to have all the world's
money and material goods), and not at all the salvation of souls (not to bring people
into God's big family in heaven), they could not take their dogmas (the false religious
teachings) from any other source (not the Bible-Word) than from hell; for they could
not be from heaven, that is, from the Lord (Bible-Word), but from themselves (their
own pride and self-importance), because they transferred (stole away) all things of
the Lord to themselves (they claim that on earth all things of the Lord Jesus belong to
them). What is more detestable (disgusting) than to divide the body and blood of the
Lord (by giving out bread bits and grape juice from the hands of the priests), or the
bread and wine in the Holy Supper, manifestly against its institution (it was never
meant to be done this way), and this by fictions (made up sacraments and rites of



mass), and solely for the sake of the daily and nightly sacrifices of the Mass, by which
they make worldly gains (make money for themselves)?

What is more detestable (disgusting) than to worship dead men with Divine
invocation (statues of saints, mother of Jesus), and to fall down on the knees to their
images (to worship them), and to kiss them in a holy manner, yea, the bones and
remains of their dead bodies (even these dead bones and things they hold these as
sacred and holy), and thus to lead away the common people from Divine worship
and to lead them into profane (grossly irreverent toward the sacred) worship; and
this also for the sake of gains (make money for themselves)?

What is more detestable (disgusting) than to make Divine worship on the Lord's day
and on festivals to consist in masses not understood (but using vain words over and
over as if they held some kind of holy and pious meaning), and thus in externals
(splashing water on peoples hands and infant baptisms) which are of the body and
its affections without internals (having a repentant heart and love toward the Lord)
which are of the soul and its affections, and to ascribe to the former (empty
meaningless hand movements) all sanctity (what they say are the most important
things of religion), and thus to hold all (the followers of their religion) in ignorance
(unable to see the truth of the gospel) and blind faith (obedience to what they say
and tell them to do only listening to them), that they may have dominion (full control)
and make gain (make money for themselves)? What is more detestable (disgusting)
than to transfer all things of the Lord's Divine authority (that He alone is Lord of
heaven and earth) to themselves? which is nothing else than to draw down the Lord
from His throne, and to put themselves upon it (instead of the Lord sitting on the
throne in heaven they seem to think that they are the rulers of the earth). What is
more detestable (disgusting) than to take away the Bible-Word (Holy Word of God),
which is the Divine truth itself (a revelation of Jesus Christ), from the laity (simple
followers of their religion) and the common people (those on the outside, people who
do not understand the religion), and to issue edicts (authoritative proclamations
claiming they are from heaven) and dogmas (the false religious teachings) in its place,
in which there is hardly to be found one genuine truth of the Word (nothing they say
can be found in the Holy Bible) These are the things which are treated of in this
chapter of Revelation (Chapter 18).

“An angel coming down from heaven, having great authority, and the earth was
illuminated with his glory.” This symbolizes a powerful influx (powerful presence of
the divine majesty of the Lord Jesus) of the Lord “from heaven” through Divine truth
(which is the holiness coming forth from Him), so that His church was brought into
the light of heaven (unless the Jesus brings light to His church they cannot see or hear
Him). “An angel” symbolizes the Lord (Jesus). “An angel coming down from heaven”
symbolizes (means) an influx (powerful presence of the divine majesty of the Lord
Jesus) of the Lord (Jesus) from heaven. “Having great authority” symbolizes a
powerful influx (it is very strong and displays His Divine power over all creation). “The
earth illuminated with his glory” symbolizes (means) the church in the light of
heaven from the Lord through Divine truth (which is the holiness coming forth from
Jesus Himself).



That “angels” individually and collectively (meaning one or many “angels”) in the
Word (Bible) mean the Lord (because Jesus Christ is the all in all of heaven and not
angels). To “come down” means, symbolically, to flow in (Jesus is making a personal
appearance), because it is said of the Lord. That “the earth” symbolizes (means) the
church. That “glory” is predicated (this testifies of all that can see the “glory” that is
from and only can be from the Lord Jesus Christ) of Divine truth (which is the holiness
coming forth from Him) and symbolizes it (then His church can truly know that it is
Him, their Lord and Master),

We say Divine truth in the light of heaven, because Divine truth emanating (coming
from) from the Lord is the light of heaven, which enlightens angels and produces
their wisdom (just like the Holy Bible gives us light to see him and His Kingdom in
heaven and all His precious promises that are found in the “Divine truth” of the Bible).

The Lord's influx (powerful presence of the divine majesty of the Lord Jesus) through
Divine truth (which is the holiness coming forth from Him) is mentioned now, and the
enlightenment of the church by it, because it is by that influx that people caught up
in falsities (evil works) are separated from those governed by truths (good works),
and because it is the light of truth that also causes the real character of falsities to be
seen (when this holy light of His glory shines down upon the evil they are seen as they
really are).

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 2. “The angel shouted, "Fallen! Powerful Babylon has
fallen and is now the home of demons. It is the den of every filthy spirit and of all
unclean birds, and every dirty and hated animal.”

"And he cried out mightily with a great voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is
fallen," signifies (means) that he made it known that by the Lord's Divine power (by
the written Bible-Word) all who have been in that religious persuasion (leaders and
followers of the Catholic religion), and at the same time in the love of dominion
(having absolute control and to be worshiped as gods) from it, are destroyed (they
are then judged and sent into the hells). From which it may be seen that those of that
religious persuasion (the Roman Catholic Religion) who from the heat of the love of
self (do not even think of the needs of others but only themselves) have exercised
dominion (the love of absolute control over peoples life) over the Holy Divine things
of the Lord (they had removed Jesus from the Lord of heaven and earth and claimed
the throne of rule for themselves), which are those of heaven and the church (and
belong to Jesus Christ only as the rightful owner), and who have been mere idolaters
(they only wished to worship themselves and what they had created), were
destroyed and cast into hell.

But that those of the same religious persuasion (the Catholic followers), who had
lived according to the precepts of the Decalogue (the Ten Commandments),
shunning evils as sins (living a good moral life), and at the same time looked to the



Lord, were saved (not all Catholics are removed to hell, some who were good kind
people and helped others were given homes in heaven).

"A lion cried upon the watch-towers, and said, Babel is fallen, is fallen, and all the
graven images of her gods hath he broken on the earth," (Isaiah 21:8-9).

"And it has become a dwelling place of demons." This symbolically means that the
hells of these Roman Catholics are ones marked by lusts to exercise dominion
(through power, authority or control) from the heat of self-love (do not even think of
the needs of others but only themselves), and by lusts to profane heaven's truths
from the spurious zeal of that love (they twist and bend the Holy Words of Jesus
Christ in the Bible to make them say what they want them to say).

“Demons” symbolize lusts to do evil (this comes from not loving God but loving only
themselves), and also lusts to falsify truths (to take the glory of Jesus Christ and give
it to themselves). But “demons”, like lusts, are of many kinds (there are almost
countless ways to worship oneself). The worst are those which embody lusts from
the heat of self-love to exercise dominion over the sanctities (holiness) of the church
and over heaven (from a need to push Jesus off the throne in heaven and claim all
that power belongs to them). And because this dominion (the love of controlling
others) is fixed in their hearts (this they love to do), they also embody lusts to
profane heaven's truths (blacken the love of Jesus any way they can) from the
spurious zeal of that love (they love evil and hate that which is good).

Moreover, because they know, when they become “demons”, as is the case after
death, that the Lord alone has dominion over heaven and earth (after they are died
from the world they can no longer play God), they become personifications of a
hatred for Him (Jesus has taken from them their greatest love to be worshiped as a
god so their hatred of Him knows no end), until eventually, as much as a century later
(after they have died), they cannot bear to hear Him named.

"A prison for every foul spirit, and a prison for every unclean and loathsome bird!"
This symbolically means that the evils willed and so done by the people in those hells,
and the falsities entertained in thought and in consequent intention, are diabolical
(the people that live there are pure evil), because the people have turned away from
the Lord to themselves (they never wanted to follow the Ten Commandments, but to
break as many of those that they could).

“A prison” symbolizes a hell, because these Roman Catholics were imprisoned there.
A “spirit” symbolizes (means) everything pertaining to their affection or will (what a
person loves to do whether it is to love God or to love self) and of the consequent
action (the result that happens from doing evil or doing good), and a “bird”
symbolizes (means) everything pertaining to the thought or intellect (what a person
thinks about whether it means love to God and to serve Him, or love to self and to
serve self) and consequent intention . A “foul spirit” and an “unclean bird”
accordingly symbolize all the evils willed and so done (since they like to do evil all
their thoughts are evil), and all the falsities (their rejection of the truth and they



substitute their own ideas and understanding) entertained in thought and
consequent intention (the result that happens from doing evil or doing good).
Moreover, since the evils and falsities entertained by these people (the Roman
Catholic religion) are found in the hells (and not in heaven), therefore the symbolical
meaning is that their evils and falsities are diabolical (to those in the outside world
the religion may seem good but to the eyes of God they are no good). In addition,
because these people have turned away from the Lord to themselves, “every
unclean bird” is also called “loathsome” (causes a very bad smell to the nostril of God
to see this false religion).

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 3. “Babylon's evil and immoral wine has made all
nations drunk. Every king on earth has slept with her, and every merchant on earth is
rich because of her evil desires."

"For all nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her licentiousness, and the
kings of the earth have committed whoredom with her." This symbolically means
that Roman Catholics have produced nefarious dogmas (on one side of the coin they
have one face, but on the other side of the coin they have another face), dogmas
(church teachings) that are adulterations (mixing evil garbage with the pure waters
of the Bible-Word) and profanations (showing no respect toward the sacred and Holy
Bible) of the Word's goodness (Jesus’ love for everyone) and truth (all the wisdom
found in it), and have imbued (instead they spread and disperse lies) with them all
those born and brought up in the kingdoms under their domination (they spread
their false church teaching everywhere they have church buildings).

By "the wine" which they drink, and by which they are made drunk (they are insane
from all the wrong church teachings, the religious nonsense talk that comes out of
this religion) that they have created (but they are in error). For all of the faith, all of
the glory, and all of the love and truth of the church is from the Lord and from Him
only (only Jesus leads the Christian church). For it is impossible that it can be from a
human being (like a Pope). But the Catholic religious leaders have claimed that it is
all from them, and they claim all the glory and the power of heaven and earth (they
tell the Catholic followers, do not listen to Jesus, listen to us).

"And the merchants of the earth have become rich from the abundance of her
luxuries", signifies the greater and the less in rank in that hierarchy (from the Pope to
the Parish priest), who through dominion (absolute control) over holy things (all
things of the kingdom of God) strive for themselves Divine majesty and super-regal
glory (these leaders love to be seen as great and holy men), and continually aim to
establish them firmly (they increase their government) by the multiplication of
monasteries (establishment of their false religion through buildings and more
churches in every part of the world they can) and of possessions (property) under
them, and by the treasures (sacks of money) which without end (in endless greed)
they gather together and accumulate from the world. No others can be meant by
"the merchants of Babylon" than the greater and the lesser in rank in their Catholic



leadership (from the Pope to the Parish priest). To gather great amounts of money
they sell salvation to the common people (they say to find heaven, you must first go
through the Catholic church), that is, they sell heaven.

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 4. “Then I heard another voice from heaven shout, "My
people, you must escape from Babylon. Don't take part in her sins and share her
punishment.”

”And I heard another voice from heaven saying, "Come out of her, my peoples, lest
you participate in her sins, and lest you become recipients of her plagues." (The
(Apostle John does not say if the voice is from an angel but it seems to come directly
from the Lord). Signifies (means) exhortation from the Lord to all (to anyone who will
listen), as well those who are in that religious persuasion (also to the followers of the
Catholic religion) as those who are not in it (anybody who will listen do not go near
to this religion), to guard themselves from joining themselves to this despicable false
religion. So that their souls should believe such lies from hell and they should perish
forever (everyone can make their own choices but Jesus is telling all people this
religion is dangerous).

By "another voice from heaven saying," is signified (means) exhortation (I want to
help you) from the Lord to all (to anyone who will listen), as well those who are in
that religious persuasion as those who are not in it (also to the followers of the
Catholic religion); because it follows, "Come out of her, my people," that is, all who
approach the Lord (come to His throne in prayer and worship). This exhortation (I
want to help you) is from the Lord (Jesus) Himself because the voice was "from
heaven." (for heaven is heaven because of the Lord and not because of the angels).
By "that you may not be partakers of her sins," is signified (means) that they should
beware (be careful) lest to guard themselves against joining themselves to this
despicable (horrible) false religion. Their sins (of this religion) are abominations
(vicious, vile, disgusting, and sickening) because they are so-called in the preceding
chapter, (Revelation 17:4). By "you may not receive of her plagues." is signified
(means) lest they perish (fall into hell when they die); for by "plagues" evils (thinking
that come from hell) and falsities (rejection of the truth and substitute own poisonous
ideas) are signified, and at the same time destruction by them (they end up killing
the spirit of the common people and followers of this Catholic religion). These are
signified by "the plagues".

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 5. "Her sins are piled as high as heaven. God has
remembered the evil she has done.”

"For her sins have mounted even to heaven, and God has remembered her
iniquities." This symbolically means that their evils (from lusts of the mind and body)
and falsities (rejection of the truth found in the Bible and substitute their own



poisonous ideas) infest (so strong is this odor from hell on the earth it raises up even
to the lower part) the heavens, but the Lord will protect the heavens from being
violated (from attacking the innocence of the angels) by them.

By "God hath remembered her injustices," is signified (means) that the Lord will
protect the heavens (and the angels) from violence (from attacking the innocence of
the angels). This is signified by these words, because all things in the heavens are
goods (love) and truths (wisdom), and all things in the hells are evils (from lusts of
the mind and body) and falsities (rejection of the truth found in the Bible and
substitute their own poisonous ideas); as it happens the heavens and the hells are
altogether separated (never shall the two meet), wherefore evils (from lusts of the
mind and body) and falsities (rejection of the truth and substitute their own
poisonous ideas) cannot reach to the heavens. But yet (having just said that), when
evils (from lusts of the mind and body) and falsities (rejection of the truth and
substitute own poisonous ideas) are multiplied (grow to such a high level upon the
earth) beyond the degrees of opposition (the thoughts and faith of even the angels
cannot stop the bad odor that raises up to them from upon the earth), and thus
beyond a just measure (how much the angels can stand before they complain to the
Lord), the heavens are infested (the thoughts and faith of even the angels cannot
stop the bad odor); and unless the Lord then protects the heavens, which is effected
by a more powerful influx (powerful presence of the divine majesty of the Lord Jesus
which will drive this evil back into hell) from Himself (Jesus alone does this), violence
(attacking the angels innocence) is offered to the heavens; and when this has come
to its height (how much the angels can stand before they complain to the Lord), He
then executes (puts into effect) the Last Judgment, and thus they are liberated (set
free from the horrible odor from hell). Hence it is, that it follows in this chapter (18):

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 6. "Treat her as she has treated others. Make her pay
double for what she has done. Make her drink twice as much of what she mixed for
others.”

"Render to her as she rendered to you, repay her double according to her works; in
the cup which she has mixed, mix double for her." Signifies (means) the just
retribution (an act of punishment for their wrongdoing and how they have hurt
others) and punishment of them after death (the harm they have caused the simple
and common people will be doubled to them), that then the evils (from lusts of the
mind and body) and falsities (rejection of the truth found in the Bible and the
substitute of their own poisonous ideas) by which they have seduced and destroyed
others will return upon them according to their quantity and quality, which is called
the “law of retaliation” (people who are of the world would say this is “karma”
returning to unto them).

"Render unto her even as she hath rendered unto you," signifies (means) the just
retribution (an act of punishment for their wrongdoing and how they have hurt
others) and punishment of them after death (they can get away with it until after



they die and then they are judged). "Double unto her double according to her
works," signifies (means) that the evils by which they have seduced (drawn in by not
telling the truth) and destroyed others (they have not shared spiritual life but have
shared spiritual death) will return upon them according to their quantity and quality
(how they have hurt other people will return to them in their reward). "In the cup
which she hath mingled, mingle to her double," signifies (means) that the falsities
(rejection of the truth found in the Bible and the substitute of their own poisonous
ideas) will return in like manner (for all the destruction and death they have caused
to the common people who followed them, will be double in size for them after they
die); for by "a cup" or wine falsities (rejection of the truth found in the Bible and the
substitute of their own poisonous ideas) are signified, Nearly the same things are said
of Babel in the prophets:

"Recompense unto Babel according to her work, according to all that she hath done,
do unto her, for she hath acted insolently against Jehovah, against the Holy One of
Israel," (Jeremiah 50:29).

"This is the vengeance of Jehovah; take ye vengeance on Babel; as she hath done, do
unto her," (Jeremiah 50:15)

"The daughter of Babel is devastated; happy is he that rendereth to thee thy
retribution which thou hast rendered unto us," (Psalms 137:8).

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 7. "That woman honored herself with a life of luxury.
Reward her now with suffering and pain. "Deep in her heart Babylon said, 'I am the
queen! Never will I be a widow or know what it means to be sad."

"In the measure that she glorified herself and worked her pleasure, in the same
measure give her torment and grief." This symbolically means that to the degree
(how much they boasted of their great life) of their elation of heart (happiness of
having a life so good) due to their dominion (they had total control of everyone and
everything), and of their exultation in mind and body due to their riches (they had
plenty of money and food and they eat until they got fat), to the same degree (how
much they boasted of their great life) they will experience after death (when they die
and leave this world) an anguish (they will feel great misery and unhappiness) owing
to their being cast down and becoming objects of derision (they will be cold and
hungry and people will walk by and laugh at them), and owing to their poverty and
wretchedness (because in the world they were once rich, happy and fat, now they
have nothing to wear but ragged old clothes).

These are the retributions and punishments (they did this to themselves because
they did not follow the Ten Commandments) meant in the Word (Bible) by
“torments” in hell. And hatred for the Lord (after they die they despise Jesus for
taking away the wonderful life they had on earth), therefore, and for everything
connected with heaven and the church (they despise anything to do with the Lord



Jesus), is what is meant by “fire” there (for the hell “fire” is not from Jesus but from
the rage and anger that burns within their hearts).

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 8. "And so, in a single day she will suffer the pain of
sorrow, hunger, and death. Fire will destroy her dead body, because her judge is the
powerful Lord God."

"Therefore her plagues will come in one day - death and mourning and hunger." This
symbolically means that consequently, at the time of the Last Judgment the
punishments for the evils (from lusts of the mind and body) they have done (in the
world) will come back on themselves (the sins that they have done will come back to
fall on them) - death (they will lose all the things that are important to them), which
is life in hell and an inner anguish (their own personal hell) at being cast down from
their domination (they no longer will wear priestly clothes and have control over
people) - mourning, which is an internal anguish owing to their poverty (they once
had everything they needed but now they have nothing) and wretchedness instead of
opulence - and hunger, which is the loss of any understanding of truth (they have
locked themselves out of the door to heaven).

"Therefore" refers to the fact that she said in her heart, "I sit as queen and am not a
widow, and will not see grief," (she would always have a wonderful life in the world)
“In one day” means, symbolically, at the time of the Last Judgment, called also the
Day of Judgment (when the Lord will end and send away the Catholic church forever).
“Plagues” symbolize (means) punishments (the sins that they have done will come
back to fall on them) for the evils (from lusts of the mind and body) they did in the
world, which will then come back on them. “Death” symbolizes (means) life in hell
(they have locked themselves out of the door to heaven), and internal anguish (their
own personal hell) at being cast down from their dominion (means in their heart they
loved to be worshiped and adored by the common peoples), which is called
“torment” (they will never be allowed to have authority again). “Mourning”
symbolizes (means) an inner anguish (their own personal hell) owing to their poverty
and wretchedness instead of wealth (they once had everything they needed but now
they have nothing). “Hunger” symbolizes (means) the loss of any understanding of
truth (they have locked themselves out of the door to heaven).

People of the Roman Catholic religion who have exercised dominion (means in their
heart they loved to be worshiped and adored by the common peoples) from a love of
self and without a love of useful services (to help others) for their own sake (because
it is the right thing to do), suffer these three plagues or punishments (their own
personal hell). They are also atheists (they may pretend to serve God but they do not
even believe in Him) at heart, since they attribute everything to their own prudence
(they think they are much smarter than everyone else) or to nature (or to the god of
mother earth). All the rest of that tribe (the Roman Catholic religion followers and
leaders) who are of the same character (that these all think the same), but who do
not think deeply within themselves (they do not examine inside their hearts to see if



they could be wrong and there really is a God), are idolaters (they do not worship
Jesus Christ but worship and adore themselves).

"And she will be burned with fire, for strong is the Lord God who judges her." This
symbolically means that those Roman Catholics will be embodiments (they will be
examples) of animosity (very hostile) toward the Lord (Jesus) and toward His heaven
and church (anything that Jesus loves they will hate), because they see then that the
Lord alone governs and reigns over everything in heaven and on earth, and not at all
any person of himself (they will find out too late they have no control over heaven
and the earth).

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 9. "Every king on earth who slept with her and shared
in her luxury will mourn. They will weep, when they see the smoke from that fire.”

"And the kings of the earth who committed whoredom with her and delighted in her
will weep and lament over her when they see the smoke of her burning." This
symbolizes the inner feelings of anguish in those Roman Catholics who had been in a
higher degree of dominion (the love of power, authority, or control) and its delights
through their falsifications (their rejection of the truth found in the Bible and they
substitute their own false ideas) and adulterations (mixing evil garbage with the pure
waters of the Bible-Word) of the Word's truths (all the precious promises of Jesus),
which they made sacred tenets (all the religious teachings) of the church, when they
see them turned into profane (grossly irreverent toward the sacred and Holy Bible)
ones.

The subject (what is talked about) in this (verse 9) and the following verse (verse 10)
is the mourning (to feel great sadness) of “the kings of the earth”, by whom the
highest in rank (the Popes, Cardinals and the Monsignors) are meant, those called
prelates and primates (very high up church leaders). In (Revelation chapter 18)
verses 11 to 16 the subject is (what is talked about) the mourning (to feel great
sadness) of “the merchants of the earth”, by whom those lower in rank are meant,
those called monks (and priests). And in (Revelation chapter 18) verses 17 to 19 the
subject is (what is talked about) the mourning (to feel great sadness) of
“shipmasters” and “sailors”, by whom those who provide their revenues (money to
the church) are meant, those called the laity (the common followers, those who
attend Mass, and church contributors).

But here now the subject is (what is talked about) “the kings of the earth”, by whom
the highest Roman Catholics in rank (the Popes, Cardinals, and the Monsignors) are
symbolically meant. To be shown that “kings” do not mean kings, but people
governed by (motivated by) truths springing from goodness (from an origin of love
they want to do good things), and in an opposite sense, people governed by falsities
springing from evil (from an origin of evil they want to do evil things). Consequently
here “the kings of the earth who committed whoredom” with Babylon (the Catholic
religion) and delighted in her (those who love everything about this religion)



symbolize (means) people who enjoyed her dominion (the love of power, authority,
or control) and its delights (this makes them happy) by falsifying (their rejection of
the truth found in the Bible and they substitute their own false ideas) and
adulterating (mixing evil garbage with the pure waters of the Bible-Word) the Word's
truths (all the truth and holiness coming from Jesus Christ), especially by falsifying
and adulterating the truth which the Lord spoke to Peter, regarding which we will
say something below.

We will say something here about the truth that the Lord spoke to Peter regarding
the keys of the kingdom of heaven and the power of binding and loosing (Matthew
16:15-20).

Roman Catholics say that Peter was given this power (the power to forgive sins and
to grant eternal life in heaven to people), that it has been handed down to the Popes
as Peter's successors, that the Lord thus left all His power to Peter and those after
him, and that the Pope acts as His vicar (representative) on earth. But it is
nevertheless clearly apparent from the Lord's own words that He gave not a bit of
power to Peter, since the Lord says, "On this rock I will build My church." (Jesus
clearly said He would build “My Church” not the Apostle Peter’s).

The “rock” symbolizes the Lord in respect to His Divine truth (all the precious
promises found in the Holy Bible), and the Divine truth or “rock” there is the one
Peter confessed before the Lord spoke those words. This is what Peter confessed:

(The Lord said to His disciples,) "But who do you say that I am?" Simon Peter
answered and said, "You are the Christ, the Son of the living God." (Matthew 16:15-
16)

This is the truth on which the Lord builds His church, and Peter then represented
that truth. And it is apparent from this that it is a confession (Peter tells Jesus Christ
that He is Creator God who came to earth in the body to visit His creation) of the Lord
as being the Son of the living God which has power over heaven and earth (Matthew
28:18), on which the Lord builds His church - thus upon Himself and not on Peter
(there is no record of Jesus saying He gave the church on earth to the Apostle Peter,
also there is no record of Peter giving the keys of the kingdom to a Pope representing
the Catholic religion).

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 10. "Her sufferings will frighten them, and they will
stand at a distance and say, "Pity that great and powerful city! Pity Babylon! In a
single hour her judgment has come."

"Standing at a distance for fear of her torment, saying, 'Woe, woe, that great city
Babylon, that mighty city! For in one hour your judgment has come.'" This
symbolizes (means) their fear of punishments (these Catholic religious leaders can
now see their religion devoted to themselves is crumbling and about to fall), and



grievous lamentation (very sad that the positions of power and worship they once
had is slipping away) then that the Roman Catholic religion, so well fortified (it
seemed like it would last forever), could be so suddenly and completely overturned
(these religious leaders thought they were safe and secure), and that they could
perish (and now it looked like everything that they loved was going to be taken away
from them).

“To stand at a distance for fear of torment” symbolizes a state as yet distant from
the state of those in a state of damnation (these Catholic leaders now suspect that
the God in whom they stole all His power and authority will judge them for their
wicked behavior), because the people here have a “fear of torment” (because they
do not feel guilty for acting so badly but they feel sorry for themselves because they
are losing everything they love), of which we will say more below. "Woe, woe,"
symbolizes (means) a grievous lamentation (great sadness). "Woe" symbolizes
(means) a lamentation (great sadness) over a calamity, misfortune, or damnation
(something really bad has happened). "woe, woe," therefore symbolizes a grievous
lamentation. The “great city Babylon” symbolizes (means) the Roman Catholic
religion, here “Babylon” as a “woman” or “harlot”. Because the “torment” is said to
be her “torment” (they thought they were safe but now they see the creator God
rising up against them). A “mighty city” symbolizes (means) a religion so well
fortified (well-rooted). "In one hour your judgment has come" means symbolically
that it could be so suddenly overturned and that they could perish (everything that
they loved had suddenly crashed down in a big pile of brick). "In one hour" means,
symbolically, so suddenly (everyone wondered), and its judgment (God has put a stop
to this false religion) symbolizes (means) its overturn and the destruction
(overturning a table in a big crash) of those who committed whoredom with her and
delighted in her (these Catholic religion leaders), who are the subject here (in this
Bible verse). Their destruction (end) is the subject of what is said here (in this Bible
verse).

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 11: “Every merchant on earth will mourn, because
there is no one to buy their goods.”

"And the merchants of the earth will weep and mourn over her, because no one
buys their merchandise anymore." This symbolizes the lower in rank (Bishops and
Priests) who serve and profit by that religion's sanctities (what they claim is the
churches holy teachings) - here their feelings of anguish (they feel bad but not for
others but for themselves) that after Babylon's destruction (when Jesus tears down
this false religion) their religious tenets (all the religious teachings of the church) are
not acknowledged as sacred (their claims as the church being holy are not true), but
as adulterated and profaned goods and truths of the Word and so of the church, so
that they cannot use them to make material gains as before (they will no longer be
allowed to twist and change the meaning of the Holy Bible).

“The merchants” mean the lower in rank (Bishops and Priests) in their Roman
Catholic Church's hierarchy (how the religious leaders are organized in importance),



because “the kings of the earth”, the subject before this, mean those higher in that
order (Popes, Cardinals, and Monsignors). Thus “the merchants of the earth” mean
those who serve and profit by that religion's sanctities (what they claim is the
church’s holy teachings). That they “will weep and mourn” symbolizes (means) their
feelings of anguish (they feel bad but not for others but for themselves). “Their
merchandise” symbolizes (means) the sanctities or religious tenets by which they
profit or make material gains. No one's buying these anymore (no one is buying the
Catholic religion because it has been exposed as a fraud) symbolizes (means)
people's not wanting to have them, because they are not sacred, but are adulterated
and profaned goods and truths of the Word (Bible) and so of the church (Jesus Christ
has exposed them for who they really are). To “buy” is to acquire for oneself (Jesus is
showing the Apostle John no one any longer sees any need of having this religion in
their life).

Regarding this we find in (the Bible book of) Jeremiah:

“(O Babylon,) you who dwell by many waters, abundant in treasures, your end has
come, the measure of your material gain”. (Jeremiah 51:13)

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 12. "There won't be anyone to buy their gold, silver,
jewels, pearls, fine linen, purple cloth, silk, scarlet cloth, sweet-smelling wood, fancy
carvings of ivory and wood, as well as things made of bronze, iron, or marble."

"Merchandise of gold and silver" signifies (means) all goods (love) and truths
(wisdom) in general of the Word (Holy Bible), of doctrine (church teachings), and of
the church (the body of believers and followers of Jesus Christ), that have been
profaned (grossly irreverent toward the commandments of Jesus and the sacred and
Holy Bible) by them, thus all evils (from the lusts of the mind and of the body) and
falsities (their rejection of the truth found in the Bible and they substitute their own
false ideas) in general through which are their gains (things that they can possess in
the world) "and of precious stone and of pearl" signifies the knowledges of truth and
good from the Word (all the precious promises of Jesus Christ found in the Bible) that
have been profaned (grossly irreverent toward the commandments of Jesus and the
sacred and Holy Bible) "and of fine linen and of purple" signifies (means) truths and
goods from a celestial origin (a heavenly love found in Jesus), that have been
profaned (twisted and bent to mean what they want it to say) "and of silk and of
scarlet" signifies truths and goods from a spiritual origin (a heavenly wisdom found in
Jesus) that have been profaned (twisted and bent to mean what they want it to say);
"and all thyine wood" signifies (means) all good in the natural man (charity toward
the neighbor) therefrom. "and every vessel of ivory and every vessel of precious
wood" signifies (means) rational truths and goods that have been profaned (twisted
and bent to mean what they want it to say). "and of brass and of iron" signifies all
natural goods and truths that have been profaned (twisted and bent to mean what
they want it to say). "and of marble" signifies (means) sensual truth (things in the
world that are good and true).



(everything found in this verse is all the good and true things found in Jesus Christ
and in the heavens all the way down into the world to the people who try to follow
the teachings of Jesus and all His commandments).

The same meaning is contained in the following verses in (the Bible Book of)
Jeremiah:

"...I am against you, (Babylon,) O destroying mountain, who destroys all the
earth... ...I will... roll you down from the rocks, and make you a burning mountain...
The... walls of Babylon shall be utterly overthrown, and her high gates shall be
burned with fire." (Jeremiah 51:25,58)

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 13. "No one will buy their cinnamon, spices, incense,
myrrh, frankincense, wine, olive oil, fine flour, wheat, cattle, sheep, horses, chariots,
slaves, and other humans."

"And cinnamon, fragrances, ointment and frankincense." This symbolically means
that these Roman Catholics no longer have any worship (praise sent up to Jesus in
heaven for all His precious promises and because He first loved us) that springs from
spiritual goods and truths (sending love to Jesus for all His precious promises to us),
because they have nothing inwardly in their worship that corresponds to the
aforesaid things (worship in their religious services are not from the heart and
appears like a graveyard to the eyes of heaven).

The preceding verse (verse 12) had as it subject (what is talked about) everything
having to do with the church's doctrine (the church teachings). Now this verse (13)
has as its subject (what is talked about) everything having to do with the church's
worship (in the Roman Catholic religious ceremonies).

Things having to do with doctrine (the church teachings) are put first, and things
having to do with worship follow (this is backwards because Jesus said that loving
God should be the most important things in religion which is first in order), since
worship (praise sent up to Jesus in heaven for all His precious promises and because
He first loved us) has its character (what is true worship) from the goods and truths
of doctrine (a true church builds everything of religion on love to God and what He
commands in the Holy Bible). For the church's (this Catholic religion) worship is
nothing but an outward act (looking like a graveyard with no life in it) whose internal
elements (from the heart) ought to be those of doctrine (church teachings found in
the love and wisdom of the Lord Jesus). Without them the worship (in their religious
gatherings) is lacking its essence, life and soul (looking like a graveyard with no life in
it).

Now because everything having to do with doctrine (the church teachings) has
relation to (the source and inspiration of) goods that are matters of love and charity



(the true church should always start with Love to God and Love to neighbor that is
their mission or what is called doctrine) and to truths that are matters of wisdom and
faith, and these goods (love) and truths (wisdom) are (1) celestial, (2) spiritual, or (3)
natural, according to the degrees of their succession (everything of the church comes
down from Jesus on His throne and into the church), so too are all the ingredients of
(things that make up) worship (praise sent up to Jesus in heaven for all His precious
promises and because He first loved us). Moreover, because the preceding verse (12)
mentions spiritual things having to do with doctrine (the church teachings) first, so
this verse mentions spiritual things (things as they are found in heaven there) having
to do with worship first, namely “cinnamon, fragrances, ointment and frankincense”
(this is love to neighbor which is church teaching that they put first in order but Jesus
taught that it is second in order of importance so they are in error), and secondly
then celestial things having to do with worship (means the highest form of worship
which is love to the heavenly father), namely “wine, oil, flour and wheat” (they put
this in second order of importance so they are in error), and thirdly natural things
having to do with worship (trying to live a good Christian life in the world), namely
(which is) “cattle and sheep”. That all these goods (love) and truths (wisdom) having
to do with worship (praise sent up to Jesus in heaven for all His precious promises
because He loved us first) must come from the Word (the Holy Bible is the source of
all love and truth and that He first loved us) is symbolized (means) by their being
“merchandise” (having knowledge of love) of “horses” and “wagons” and the
“bodies and souls of people”. This is the sequence (this is the order of importance of
worship in the Catholic religion and church teachings which is in error) of subjects in
the spiritual sense (as they are seen from heaven and they are being shown to the
Apostle John to write down and take back to the church on the earth) of this verse
(13).

All the valuables (all the wonderful and precious things of Jesus that we worship)
listed in this verse (13) have the same meaning as the valuables listed in the
preceding verse (12), namely, that these goods (love) and truths (wisdom) are lacking
in these Roman Catholics (and their religion), because they do not have in them the
goods (love) and truths (wisdom) that correspond to the things listed. This is
apparent from preceding verses, where we are told that the “city Babylon” will be
“burned with fire” and that no one will “buy” her “merchandise” anymore (Chapter
13 verses 8-11). It is apparent also from verses that follow, where we are told that all
things rich and splendid have gone from her and shall be found no more (Chapter 13
verse 14), and that they were destroyed (Chapter 13 verses 16, 19).

"And wine, oil, flour, wheat." This symbolically means that these Roman Catholics no
longer have any worship (praise sent up to Jesus in heaven for all His precious
promises and because He first loved us) that springs from (should come from)
celestial truths and goods (highest wisdom and love found among the angels in
heaven), because they have nothing inwardly (in their heart) in their worship that
corresponds to the aforesaid things (all the wonderful and precious things of Jesus
that we worship).



"Cattle, and sheep." This symbolically means that these Roman Catholics no longer
have any worship (praise sent up to Jesus in heaven for all His precious promises and
because He first loved us) that springs from the church's external or natural goods
and truths (from trying to live a good and moral life while in the world), because they
have nothing inwardly (in their hearts) in their worship that corresponds to the
aforesaid things (nothing of all the wonderful and precious things of Jesus that we
worship and praise).

"And merchandise of horses, and wagons, and the bodies and souls of people." This
symbolically means that all of these things depend on an understanding of the Word
(the Bible) and on doctrine (the church teachings should be) drawn from it (the
teachings of Jesus), and on the goods (all the love) and truths (all the wisdom) in the
Word's (Bible) literal sense (not necessarily spiritual things but from good things
found in the world), which these Roman Catholics do not possess, because they have
falsified and adulterated the Word (the Bible) by using the things in it (the teachings
of Jesus) contrary (the complete opposite) to their real meaning (they twist and bend)
in order to gain dominion (complete control) over heaven and the world.

The valuables (all the wonderful and precious things of Jesus that we worship) here
follow the preposition "of," because they involve all of the things that go before
(from the beginning to the end of this verse). That “horses” symbolize (means) an
understanding of the Word (Bible). “Chariots” symbolize (means) doctrine (the
church teachings) from the Word (Bible). Consequently so do “wagons” (mean the
same thing). The “bodies and souls of people” symbolize goods (all the love) and
truths (all the wisdom) in the literal sense (not necessarily spiritual things but from
good things found in the world) of the Word (Bible), because they have the same
symbolism as the “body” and “blood” in the Holy Supper. The “body” in that supper
symbolizes the Lord's Divine goodness, and the “blood” the Lord's Divine truth; and
because of this symbolism they also symbolize the Divine good and truth in the Word,
because the Lord embodies the Word (all things in the Holy Bible is of and is from
Him).

Instead of “blood”, however, the text here says “souls”. That is because the “soul”
likewise symbolizes (means) truth, and because “blood” in the Word (Bible) is called
the “life” or “soul” (Genesis 9:4-5). "Human lives" in Ezekiel 27:13 has a similar
symbolic meaning. So does the "seed of men" in Daniel 2:43 (this Catholic religion
worship has no “life “ in it that is pleasing to Jesus).

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 14. "And the fruits of the lust of your soul have
departed from you, and all the fat things and the bright things departed from you,
and you will find them no more, not at all."

"The fruits that your soul longed for have gone from you, and all things rich and
splendid have gone from you, and you shall find them no more at all." This
symbolically means that all the blessings and felicities of heaven (satisfaction, peace,



and happiness), including the external ones they wish for (things of the world that
they wanted), will altogether fly away and be seen no longer (because they never
wanted the things of heaven in the first place), because these Roman Catholics do
not have in them any celestial or spiritual affections (heavenly desires) for goodness
(love) and truth (wisdom).

“Fruits that the soul longs for” symbolize nothing else than the blessings and
felicities of heaven (satisfaction, peace, and happiness), because those are the fruits
of everything having to do with the doctrine and worship that are the subject here,
and because they are what people desire when they are dying, and also what they
continue to desire when they first come into the spiritual world (rest, peace and
happiness from the world’s toil).

“Things rich and splendid” symbolize (means) celestial and spiritual affections for
goodness (love) and truth (wisdom) - “rich things” affections for goodness (to have
the desire to receive love), as we will show below, and “splendid things” affections
for truth (to have the desire to read the Holy Bible), which are called “splendid”
because they develop (the desire grows) in response to the light of heaven (seeing
the glory of Jesus) and its splendor in human minds (to be able to understand and see
heavenly delights), giving rise (which increase) to an understanding of goodness (love)
and truth (wisdom) and so to wisdom (be able to live a godly life successfully).

“To go and not be found anymore” means symbolically that the blessings and
felicities of heaven (satisfaction, peace, and happiness) will fly away and be seen no
longer, because the people here (who we are talking about) do not have any celestial
or spiritual goodness (love to God or others) and truth (wisdom to understand God’s
commandments). Moreover, the blessings and felicities that they long for are called
external, because the only blessings and felicities and affections (all the things that
their hearts desire) that they long for are carnal and worldly ones (they have no love
or a desire to see heaven only to get things in the world), and consequently they are
incapable of knowing the nature and character of the blessings and felicities that are
called celestial and spiritual (since they do not want it they will never see heaven).

"Turn to the LORD! He can still be found. Call out to God! He is near. Give up your
crooked ways and your evil thoughts. Return to the LORD our God. He will be merciful
and forgive your sins." (Isaiah 55:6-7)

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 15. "The merchants will be afraid of her suffering and
will stand far away from her. They are the ones who became rich from selling those
things to her. They will cry and be sad."

Revelation 18:15: "The merchants of these things, whom she made rich, will stand at
a distance for fear of her torment, weeping and mourning." This symbolizes the state
(the way they ran their church) before damnation (when they are told to leave and
they will not be permitted into heaven) of those Roman Catholics who profited



(gained control and made money) by various dispensations (religious commands for
the common people to follow) and promises of heavenly joys (lies that if the people
follow these commands they will find heaven), and their fear and lamentation then
(because they scare and put fear into the people instead of the love of Jesus so they
will obey those commands).

"The merchants" of these things, namely of "fruits that the soul longs for and things
rich and splendid", which we considered (we looked at the meaning) in the verse
immediately preceding (18:14) this, symbolize people who by various dispensations
(religious commands to the common people) and promises of heavenly joys (that if
the people follow these church commands they will find heaven when they die) have
become rich, that is, who profited by them (sellers who became rich by making
church items statues, candles and other things and those that donated time and
money to the church because they were sellers of souls).

“The merchants” meant here are all those in the Roman Catholic hierarchy, both
those higher in rank and those lower in rank (from the Pope on down to the priests),
who have profited (they gained power and control by selling salvation and eternal
life by claiming the authority that belongs only to Jesus Christ alone) by these things.
That they include those higher in rank is apparent from verse 23 in this chapter,
where it says, "For your merchants were the great men of the earth;" and that they
include those lower in rank is apparent from chapter 18 verse 11.

As regards the dispensations (religious decrees and commands to the common
people) by which they profit, these are of various kinds (the Catholic church leaders
have all kinds of scams). Some dispensations (religious commands to the common
people) have to do with the contracting of matrimony (marriage) within degrees of
relationship prohibited by law (the religious leaders accept money by allowing
certain marriages to occur even if it is illegal under church law). Some have to do
with divorces (divorce is strictly forbidden by the Catholic church, but the declaration
can be changed for money); some with evils (they can grant forgiveness of sins for
money), even heinous ones (even most terrible things like murder), and freedom
then from temporal penalties, as may be granted (by the self-proclaimed authority of
the religious leaders) also by indulgences (the Catholic leaders say they have the
authority to reduce the penalties for sins). Some dispensations (religious commands
to the common people) have to do with the governmental appointments of secular
candidates (who do not even believe in Jesus Christ) without any power or authority
(they come together with governments to make money in corruption). Among these
are also the confirmations of duchies and principalities (they give their blessing to
corrupt politicians for bribes so the Catholic followers and common people will think
they must be great people). Moreover, they profit by promises of heavenly joys
made to those who enrich monasteries (those who donate generously to the church
are promised a better heaven after death) and swell their treasuries (they hide great
amounts of money and treasures), calling their gifts "good works," in themselves
sacred, and also merits (of course Jesus would never approve of such behavior). They
induce them to do this by impressing on them a belief in the power and assistance of
their saints (they place magic power in dead people and make clay statues of them),



and in the miracles done by them (they claim these dead people have the power to
do great miracles to help the common people).

As regards purgatory (a place in Roman Catholic teachings of suffering where the
souls of dead Catholic sinners are punished for their sins before entering into heaven),
I can assert (tell you) that it is nothing but a Roman Catholic fiction (they try to scare
and put terror in the hearts of the common people in the church) invented (they
hatch this ugly scheme) for the sake of material gains (so when the person is nearly
at death they give money generously so they will not suffer in purgatory), and that it
neither exists nor can exist (nothing about this place is spoken about in the Holy Bible
by Jesus Christ and certainly nothing about the Roman Catholic religion controlling
the entrance of heaven after death).

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 16-17. "Then they shouted, "Pity the great city of
Babylon! She dressed in fine linen and wore purple and scarlet cloth. She had jewelry
made of gold and precious stones and pearls. Yet in a single hour her riches
disappeared." Every ship captain and passenger and sailor stood at a distance,
together with everyone who does business by traveling on the sea."

Revelation 18:16 18:17: "And saying, 'Woe, woe, that great city, clothed in fine linen,
purple, and scarlet, and adorned with gold, precious stones and pearls,' because in
one hour such great riches were laid waste." This symbolizes (means) their grievous
lamentation (they were very sad) that their magnificence and material gains were so
suddenly and completely destroyed (they have lost the glory they had gotten from
making themselves gods and the money and treasures they had gained from this
false religion it has been taken away by the Lord)

"Woe, woe," symbolizes a grievous lamentation (crying over the great loss of money,
treasures and being important people in this false religion), "That great city"
symbolizes (means) the Roman Catholic religion because it is said to be "clothed in
fine linen, purple, and scarlet, and adorned with gold, precious stones and pearls",
which cannot be said of a city, but can be said of a religion (a city cannot wear
precious jewels and ornaments, but leaders of a false religion can). "Being clothed in
fine linen, purple, and scarlet, and adorned with gold, precious stones and pearls",
symbolizes (means) the same things as in depicting in general things magnificent in
outward form (they have dressed in fancy gowns and wore gold crowns upon their
heads). "Such great riches being laid waste in one hour" means symbolically that
their material gains were suddenly and completely destroyed - "one hour" meaning
suddenly and completely (time in heaven does not mean one hour as on earth, but it
means in a very short time, the Catholic religion will fall and will be no more) because
time and everything having to do with time symbolizes a state (in heaven there is no
time, but states of emotions).

Regarding the devastation (destruction) of Babylon (Roman Catholic religion),
something similar is said in (the Bible book of) Jeremiah:



"(The land of Babylon) is full of guilt against the Holy One of Israel... The thoughts of
Jehovah stand against (her), to make (her) a desolation... They shall not take from
you a stone for a corner, nor a foundation stone, because you shall be desolate
forever... Babylon shall become a heap of ruins, a habitation of dragons, an
astonishment and a hissing... ...Babylon has been reduced to desolation... The sea
has come up over (her), she is covered with the multitude of its waves. Her cities
have become a desolation, a dry land and a wilderness…" (Jeremiah
51:5, 29, 26, 37, 41-43)

"Every helmsman, everyone traveling by ship, and sailors, as many as work at sea."
This symbolizes (means) those Roman Catholics called laymen (those members of the
church who attend Mass and those that claim to be followers of the Roman Catholic
religion), both those established in a greater position of eminence (they donate large
sums of money) and those in a lesser one, down to the common people, who are
devoted to that religion and love it and kiss it or acknowledge and venerate (bow
down and worship that religion) it at heart (they confess that there is no other
religion but the Roman Catholic).

From (chapter 18) verse 9 to verse 16 the subject has been Roman Catholic clerics
(religious order of the Pope, Cardinals to local Priests) who by virtue of that (Catholic)
religion have been in positions of dominion (through power, authority, or control)
and have exercised the Lord's Divine authority (claiming all religious authority and
control over the church on the earth has been given to the Catholic religion), and who
by it have gained the world. (but Jesus taught his disciples that all authority was His
alone),

"Jesus came to them and said: I have been given all authority in heaven and on
earth!" (Matthew 28:18)

Now the subject (what Jesus is continuing to show the Apostle John in these verses
16-17 and to take this news to the church on the earth) is Roman Catholics who have
not been engaged in any ministerial order (religious order of the pope, cardinals
down to local priests), but who still love and kiss that religion, or acknowledge and
venerate (bow down and worship that religion) it at heart, and are called laymen
(ordinary people who attend mass). "Every helmsman" means the highest placed of
these - emperors, kings, dukes and princes. "Everyone traveling by ship" means
people engaged in various functions in a greater or lesser degree (like the nuns,
caretakers, monks). "Sailors" mean the lowest class, called the masses (all the
followers of the Catholic religion). "As many as work at sea" means all people in
general who are devoted to the Roman Catholic religion and love and kiss it or
acknowledge and venerate (bow down and worship that religion) it at heart.

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 18. "When they saw the smoke from her fire, they
shouted, "This was the greatest city ever!"



Revelation 18:18: "Stood at a distance and cried out when they saw the smoke of
her burning, saying, 'What other city may be compared to this great city?'" This
symbolizes (means) their mourning (sadness) in a state apart over the damnation
(this religion will be removed) of the Roman Catholic religion, which they believed to
be preeminent (they were the greatest of all the religions) over every other religion
in the world.

The "merchants" standing at a distance symbolizes a time when they were as yet in a
state apart from a state of damnation (those who knowingly changed the Bible for
their own gain) and yet were afraid of being punished (they knew inside they had
changed what the Bible says so they could gain power and money). Their crying out
symbolizes their mourning (now they were feeling sorry for themselves). “the smoke”
of the city's burning symbolizes a state of damnation because of its adulteration and
profanation of the Word (changing what the Bible teaches). Their saying, "What
other city may be compared to this great city," means symbolically that they
believed that religion (their Catholic) to be preeminent (they were the greatest of all
the religions) over every other religion in the world. "That great city" symbolizes
(means) the Roman Catholic religion, here as a number of times above.

Everyone knows that Roman Catholics believe their religion to be preeminent (they
thought they were the greatest of all the religions) over every other religion (on the
earth) and that their church (the Catholic) is the mother, queen and mistress of them
all (all the rest of the religions are nothing). Everyone knows, too, that their believing
so (they were the greatest of all the religions) is continually instilled in them by
canons (commands from the Pope and the other high up teachers) and monks (all
this of course is not true but is a great lie), and people attentive to it know also that
the canons and monks are moved to do this by a fire (a great lust) to achieve
dominion (their leaders only want to control people, and to be worshiped) and
material gain (desire to have money and treasures). And yet because of the power of
their domination (the hold they have on the minds of the common people), Roman
Catholics cannot separate themselves from all the external practices (things like all
the meaningless words and the eating of bread pieces from the hands of the priests
during mass) of that religion (so that the common people will not think to be damned
to hell unless they do as they are told by the religious leaders); but they can
nevertheless separate themselves from its internal constituents, since everyone's
will and intellect, and so affection and thought, have been left, and continue to be
left, in complete freedom (when God created people he gave them freedom of choice
to make their own decisions. So the common Catholic people are still able to get
away from such a false religion if they choose to).

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 19. "They cried loudly, and in their sorrow they threw
dust on their heads, as they said, "Pity the great city of Babylon! Everyone who sailed
the seas became rich from her treasures. But in a single hour the city was
destroyed.”



Revelation 18:19: "And they put dust on their heads and cried out, weeping and
mourning, and saying, 'Woe, woe, that great city!'" This symbolizes their interior and
exterior grief and mourning (they were very very sad), which is a lamentation that so
eminent a religion (it was found on many parts of the earth) was completely
destroyed and condemned. (Jesus has exposed the lies and removed this false
religion)

"Putting dust on their heads" symbolizes their interior and exterior grief and
mourning over the destruction and damnation (Jesus has exposed the lies and
removed this false religion), as we will show below. "To cry out, weeping and
mourning", symbolizes (means) their exterior grief and mourning (they are very very
sad) - to "weep" symbolizing a mourning of the soul, and to grieve a grief of the
heart (the leaders were sad they had lost everything). "Woe, woe, that great city!"
symbolizes (means) a grievous lamentation (sorrow and grief) over the destruction
and damnation (Jesus has exposed the lies and removed this false religion). That
"woe" symbolizes a lamentation over a calamity, misfortune, or damnation, and that
"woe, woe," therefore symbolizes a grievous lamentation (very deep sorrow and
grief like losing a loved one), and that the "city" symbolizes (means) the Roman
Catholic religion.

"Dust" symbolizes (in the Bible) something damned (something that has no value to
heaven) because the land over the hells in the spiritual world consists of nothing but
dust, without grass or plants.

"In which all who had ships on the sea were made rich by her wealth! because in one
hour (in a very short time) they were destroyed." This symbolically means, because
by the sanctities (by pretending to be holy people) of the Roman Catholic religion
they all gained absolution (the act of forgiving sins by a priest in the sacrament of
penance), as many as were willing to purchase it (to gain entrance into eternal life in
heaven), and instead of worldly and temporal riches they received spiritual and
eternal ones, and now no one did (this false idea of an easy path to heaven was
taken away from them).

"To be made rich by her wealth" means, symbolically, to gain absolution (the act of
forgiving sins by a priest in the sacrament of penance) before God by the sanctities
(by pretending to be holy people) of the Roman Catholic religion (they somehow
believed that God approved of this Catholic ritual), or to believe that in exchange for
their temporal (not eternal or everlasting but found only in the world) and temporary
merchandise or riches (collecting money and treasures) they receive spiritual and
eternal merchandise or riches; or in other words, that in exchange for "gold, silver,
precious stones, pearls, purple", and all the other valuables enumerated in chapter
18, verses 12 and 13, they gain blessings and felicities (entrance into heaven) after
death (somehow this forgiving of sins by a priest in the sacrament of penance
excuses them from judgment for their bad behavior). These are what are meant by
the "wealth" of "that city" by which they say they were made rich. This is also the
way they speak, as people know. Because "in one hour they were destroyed", means



symbolically that because of the destruction of that religion, no one could buy their
sanctities (when this false religion is removed there will be no more forgiving of sins
by a priest in the sacrament of penance) after that. It is apparent from this that these
words have the symbolical meaning stated above (for the fall of "Babylon" or the
Catholic religion will be complete).

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 20. "The heavens should be happy with God's people
and apostles and prophets. God has punished her for them."

Revelation 18:20: "Rejoice over her, O heaven, and you holy apostles and prophets,
for God has visited your judgment on her!" This symbolically means, so that angels in
heaven, and people in the church (Jesus' angels in heaven and His people in the
church on the earth) who possess goods and truths from the Word, now rejoice at
heart that those caught up in the evils and falsities of the Roman Catholic religion
have been removed and cast out.

The joy of angels in heaven over the removal and casting down of people caught up
in the evils and falsities of the Roman Catholic religion is the subject of the next
chapter (19), verses 1 to 9. Here (in this verse) they are only told to rejoice (the
angels in heaven are told to be happy). The angels' joy, however, is not a joy because
of these people's damnation, but because of the new heaven and new church (Jesus
is making a new heaven and a new earth that is free from false religions), and the
salvation of the faithful (there has to be a separation of good and the evil, or what
Jesus called the separation of the sheep and goats), which could not come into being
before the aforesaid people (the Catholic religion) were removed, whose removal is
achieved and was achieved by a last judgment (when Jesus will personally oversees
the separation of the good and evil), something that will be seen in our exposition
(Bible commentary) of verses 7 to 9 of the next chapter (Revelation chapter 19).

Who cannot see that it is not the “apostles and prophets” found in the Word (Bible)
that are meant here (Jesus is showing the Apostle John of things that will occur in the
future and has asked him to write them down so that others will also know of things
that will happen). They (the apostles and prophets) were few in number and men no
better than others (they were only human just like the rest of us). But the “apostles
and prophets” meant here are all in the Lord's church who possess goods (love) and
truths (wisdom) from the Word (who read and follow the teachings of Jesus in the
Bible), as are meant also by the twelve tribes of Israel (they only represented the
Lord's kingdom on heaven and on the earth), The apostle Peter means the church's
truth or faith (things that are always true); the apostle James the church's charity
(things that help the neighbor); and the apostle John (things that are done in love to
God and to help the neighbor) the charitable works of the people in the church.

**********



Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 21. "And a mighty angel took up a stone, as it were a
great millstone, and cast it into the sea, saying: With such violence as this, shall
Babylon, that great city, be thrown down and shall be found no more at all."

"A mighty angel's lifting up" symbolizes (means) a powerful influx (powerful presence
of the divine majesty of the Lord Jesus) of the Lord from heaven; for an angel
symbolizes (means) the Lord and His operation (His divine power and how He wishes
to control His kingdom), an operation (there is nothing that happens that He does not
know about, or anything He cannot control and nothing can stop Him) which takes
place through heaven (He controls heaven and earth and the universe from His
throne in heaven). Here, because the angel is called "a mighty angel" and lifts up "a
great millstone", the operation symbolized is a powerful one (only the Lord Jesus is
able to do such a thing, not even the most powerful angel can not do it), which
means a powerful influx (powerful presence of the divine majesty of the Lord Jesus).
"A stone like a great millstone" symbolizes (means) the adulterated (mixing garbage
with the pure waters of the Bible and teachings of Jesus) and profaned (grossly
irreverent toward the holiness of Jesus) truths of the Bible; for "a stone" symbolizes
truth, and "a mill" symbolizes (means) an inquiry (look to see what is in the heart is it
evil or good) into, examination of, and verification of (judging the) truth from the
Word (to see if it matches the truth taught in the Bible) here, however, it symbolizes
(means) an adulteration (mixing garbage with the pure waters of the Bible-Word)
and profanation (grossly irreverent toward the sacred) of the Word's truth, because
the subject is Babylon (the Catholic church). "Being cast into the sea" means,
symbolically, into hell (it will have been judged by the Lord as a false religion, there is
no truth in it so it has no value). "Thus shall Babylon, that great city, be forcefully
thrown down," symbolically means that thus that great religion will be cast headlong
into hell (it will be like throwing the garbage into a bag and will be taken away). "Its
not being found anymore" means, symbolically, that angels will never see it again
(these fake religious leaders will not be able to try to force themselves into heaven
and control it anymore).

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 22. “The music of harps and singers and of flutes and
trumpets will no longer be heard. No workers will ever set up shop in that city, and
the sound of grinding grain will be silenced forever.”

A “sound” means tone (the effect that it has on people), and every tone corresponds
to some affection relating to love (this means both a good love and a bad love) since
it originates from love (a person either loves to do good or loves to do evil). For this
reason, the sounds of “harps”, “music”, “flutes and trumpets”, because of their
correspondence, symbolize affections (a person either loves to do good or loves to do
evil).

The “sounds” of some “musical instruments”, therefore, relate to spiritual affections
(love for God’s Bible-Word), and the sounds of others to celestial affections (great
affection for and worship of Jesus). The “sound” or tone (the effect that it has on



people) of “harpists” and “musicians” relates to spiritual affections (love for God’s
Bible-Word), and the “sound” or tone (the effect that it has on people) of “flutists
and trumpeters” relates to celestial affections (great affection for and worship of
Jesus). For “instruments” whose tones sound in distinct intervals, like stringed
instruments (such as guitars), belong to the spiritual class of affections (love for
God’s Bible-Word), while instruments whose tones are continuous, like wind
instruments (such as flute), belong to the celestial class of affections (great affection
for and worship of Jesus). Thus the sound or tone of “harpists” and “musicians”
symbolizes an affection for spiritual truth and goodness (love for God’s Bible), while
the sound or tone of “flutists” and “trumpeters” (blowing of air instruments)
symbolizes an affection for celestial truth and goodness (great affection for and
worship of Jesus).

The meaning here (in this Bible verse) is that (there is) no affections for spiritual truth
and goodness (love for God’s Bible) and (there is) no affections for celestial truth and
goodness (great affection for and worship of Jesus) are found in people who are
caught up (the followers of the Roman Catholic religion) in the evils and falsities of
the Roman Catholic religion, because we are told that "the sound of harpists and
musicians, flutists and trumpeters, shall not be heard in you anymore." None are
found because in their case none are possible; for they do not have any truth from
the Word (they do not believe the teachings of Jesus), and lacking truth, they do not
have any goodness (they could care less about what the Ten Commandments teach).
Goodness is possible only in people who desire truths (those who want to know the
teachings of Jesus and to follow His commandments). But the only people who desire
truths from a spiritual affection (a love for God’s Bible-Word) are those who turn to
the Lord (and say to Jesus I believe what you teach is true Lord). After death they are
instructed by angels and receive truths in accordance with their desire (so there is
still hope for the Catholic people who will make a decision and leave that religion).

The external affections they have when they hear masses (they are not thinking
about the Lord Jesus in the Catholic mass meetings) said and in other devotions,
being without truths from the Lord through the Word, are nothing but merely
natural, sensual and carnal affections (there is no spiritual power from believing the
things Jesus taught). And because that is their character, and they have no internal
affections from the Lord (they think only of and love for things found in the world), it
is no wonder that they are brought in that dark and blind state to a worship of men
(the ones they call Saints), living and dead, and to the sacrifices of demons, called
plutos, to atone for their souls (it can be seen how truly evil the things of this religion
are).

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 23. “Lamps will no longer shine anywhere in Babylon,
and couples will never again say wedding vows there. Her merchants ruled the earth,
and by her witchcraft she fooled all nations.”



"The light of a lamp shall not shine in you anymore." This symbolically means that
those caught up in the Roman Catholic religion because of its doctrine (the church
teachings) and a life in accordance with it (the followers of this religion that obey the
teachings) are without any enlightenment from the Lord (they are not doing what
Jesus commanded His followers to do) and so without any perception (they blindly do
what the Catholic leaders tell them to do without any understanding) of spiritual
truth.

The “light of a lamp” symbolizes (means) enlightenment by the Lord and a
consequent perception of spiritual truth (for it is impossible to understand spiritual
things without light being given to men’s minds by the Lord Jesus). That is because
the “light” means the “light” of heaven, which is the “light” angels have, and people,
too, as regards their intellect, because the “light” in its essence is Divine wisdom (the
ability to have good moral thinking and not constantly have evil thoughts).

That people caught up in the Roman Catholic religion are without any enlightenment
(“light” from heaven to see) and so without any perception of spiritual truth (to
understand what heavenly “light” of the angels is like), can be seen from the fact
that they have no love for any spiritual “light” (it is impossible to understand spiritual
things without “light” being given to men’s minds by the Lord Jesus). For as we said,
spiritual light (to understand what heavenly “light” of the angels is like) originates
from the Lord (it is the only way to understand what “light” is), and the only people
who can receive and accept that “light” are people conjoined with the Lord (Jesus
lives in them and they live in Jesus), and conjunction with the Lord (Jesus lives in
them and they live in Jesus) is achieved solely (only) by an acknowledgment (believe
that He exists) and worship of Him (thankful every day for the good things He does
for us), and at the same time by a life in accordance with His commandments from
the Word-Bible (living life by the Ten Commandments). An acknowledgment (believe
that He exists) and worship of the Lord (thankful every day for the good things He
does for us) and reading the Word (Bible) bring about the Lord's presence (into our
life in this world), but it is these two things combined at the same time with a life in
accordance with His precepts (living life by the Ten Commandments) that bring about
a conjunction with Him (Jesus lives in them and they live in Jesus).

The (complete) opposite is the case in Roman Catholicism. The Lord is acknowledged
(they call upon the name of Jesus) in it, but without His having any dominion (He is
not Lord of their lives), and the Word is acknowledged (the Bible sits on a table)
without its being read. Instead of the Lord (Jesus) they worship the Pope (he is their
god and not Jesus), and instead of the Word (Bible) they acknowledge papal bulls
(commands from the Pope on how to live), and live according to those bulls (the
followers of this religion blindly follow whatever he says), and not according to the
commandments in the Word (all the teachings of Jesus). The bulls, moreover, have
as their goal (what they are really saying is) the dominion of the Pope (he alone
should be worshiped and not Jesus) and his ministers over heaven and the world (the
pope claims to have all authority in the earth from heaven), while the
commandments in the Word (Bible) have as their goal the dominion of the Lord over
heaven and the world (Jesus alone should be worshiped and is Lord of heaven and



earth). These two goals are as diametrically opposed to each other as heaven and
hell (by looking at one and then the other we can see the Pope is nothing but just
another man and not a god of some kind).

We have said this much for it to be known that people caught up in the Roman
Catholic religion (this religion) because of its doctrine (all the church teachings) and a
life in accordance with it (this religion) are without the least “light of a lamp”, that is
to say, without any enlightenment (help in understanding the kingdom of God) from
the Lord (Jesus) and so without any perception (understanding) of spiritual truth (to
understand what heavenly life of the angels is like).

“I came into this world as a light. I came so that everyone who believes in me will not
stay in darkness.” (John 12:46)

It is apparent from this that the Lord (Jesus) is the “light” that produces all
enlightenment (help in understanding the kingdom of God) and the consequent
perception of spiritual truth (to understand what the heavenly life of the angels is
like). And because the Lord is the “light” (purity and perfection), the Devil (love of self
and the things that are in the world) is darkness. The Devil (love of self and the things
that are in the world) is also the love of exercising dominion (having control) over all
the Divine sanctities (what is holy and true) belonging to the Lord (these things
belong to the Lord Jesus alone), and over the Lord Himself (they want to push Jesus
off the throne in heaven and claim all that power belongs to them); and to the extent
it achieves that dominion (so they can have total control), it darkens, extinguishes
(the light of heaven cannot be seen), sets on (hell) fire and burns up the Divine
sanctities (all the holiness and purity) belonging to the Lord (and to Him only).

"And the sound of a bridegroom and bride shall not be heard in you anymore." This
symbolically means that those caught up in the Roman Catholic religion (the leaders
and followers of this religion) because of its doctrine (church ideas not from God) and
a life in accordance with it (they follow what they are told) have no conjunction of
goodness and truth (there is no love or wisdom in their hearts), which is what forms
the church (on earth).

The “sound” here symbolizes joy (happiness) because it is the “sound” of a
“bridegroom and bride”. In the highest sense a “bridegroom” means the Lord (Jesus)
in respect to Divine good (all the love Jesus has for all people), and a “bride” means
the church in respect to Divine truth (all the precious promises found the Bible) from
the Lord (Jesus). For a church is a church by virtue of its reception of the Lord's
Divine goodness (all the love Jesus has for all people) in the Divine truths (all the
precious promises found in the Bible) that it has from Him (Jesus Christ).

It is apparent from the Word (in the Bible) that the Lord is called a “bridegroom” and
also a “husband”, and that the church (on earth) is called a “bride” and also a “wife”.
That this produces the heavenly “marriage” that is a “marriage” of goodness (His
love for us) and truth (all the principles of living in His kingdom in heaven).



From this (the above Bible verses) one can now see the successive meanings in these
two verses, that those caught up in the Roman Catholic religion will not have any
affection (the love of reading the Holy Bible) for spiritual truth (to understand what
heavenly life of the angels is like) and goodness (all the love Jesus has for all people);
that they are without any understanding of spiritual truth (all the precious promises
of Jesus they do not know), and so are without any thought of spiritual truth (not
only do they not understand it, they could care less about it), for thought (thinking
about spiritual things) springs from affection (the desire to know the commands of
Jesus) and accords with it (and to follow those commands); that neither do they
inquire into (they do not pick up their Bible and read it), investigate (to search the
Bible to see if such things are true), or confirm spiritual truth (to know all the
precious promises of Jesus); that they are also without any enlightenment from the
Lord (they do not ask Jesus to teach them) and so without any perception (they have
no understanding) of spiritual truth (all the precious promises of Jesus); and finally
that they have no conjunction of goodness and truth (since they are not born-again,
Jesus does not live in them and they do not live in Jesus) which is what forms (things
that make up) the (Christian) church.

Since we say that these Roman Catholics have no conjunction of goodness and truth
(since they are not born-again, Jesus does not live in them and they do not live in
Jesus), because they do not have in them a “marriage” of the Lord (Jesus) and the
church (the followers of Jesus Christ), therefore we must say something here about
the power of opening and closing heaven, which goes along with (which really means
the same as) the power of forgiving and retaining sins (the leaders of the Roman
Catholic religion claim they have the power to forgive the sins of their followers) a
power that they claim for themselves as the successors of Peter and the Apostles
(they are proud that they are the only religion on the earth where the Apostle Peter
gave them the “keys of the kingdom”)

(The Lord said to Peter,) ."..on this rock I will build my church, and the gates of hell
will not prevail against it. I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and
whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on
earth will be loosed in heaven." (Matthew 16:18-19)

The Divine truth meant by “Peter”, on which the Lord will build His church, is the
truth confessed by Peter at the time, when He said, "You are the Christ, the Son of
the living God" (Matthew 16:16),

“Then Jesus asked them, "But who do you say I am?" Simon Peter spoke up, "You are
the Messiah, the Son of the living God." Jesus told him: Simon, son of Jonah, you are
blessed! You didn't discover this on your own. It was shown to you by my Father in
heaven.” (Matthew 16:15-17)

(so we can see that the Lord would not build His church on a man named “Peter”, but
the “Christ” which means the “Messiah” and “Savior”, and that He was Creator-God
that came from heaven to earth).



“The keys of the kingdom of heaven” are this, that whatever that “rock”, meaning
the Lord (Jesus Christ), has bound on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever it
has loosed on earth will be loosed in heaven, and it means that (only Jesus Christ)
and not a man called “Peter” (has that authority and power). The Lord (alone and no
one else) has power over heaven and earth (for He is the one who created it and no
mortal man), as He also says in Matthew 28:18, thus the power of saving people (the
power to grant eternal life into His kingdom in heaven) who from a heartfelt faith (in
Jesus Christ) have that confession of Peter when He said, "You are the Christ, the Son
of the living God" (Matthew 16:16) (the Savior of the world and Creator God who
came in a human body). The Lord Jesus Christ (alone and no one else) has power
over heaven and earth.

What then is more abominable (wicked and evil) than to found (start) a religion
which sanctions (that tries to make common people believe the idea) that Divine
power and authority are a man's (a human being) and no longer the Lord's? (they
claim Jesus Christ no longer has this authority and it has been passed to them from
the Apostle Peter). Or that heaven will be opened or closed if only a clergyman (Pope
or Priest) says, "I absolve you," or "I excommunicate you"? Or that a sin is forgiven,
even a heinous one (such as a murder of another human being), if only he says (to a
Priest), "I forgive it"? (this is a ridiculous idea that mere men can forgive sins for they
also die after a short time on the earth and do not have the authority of heaven to do
so).

**********

Revelation Chapter 18 Verse 24. “On the streets of Babylon is found the blood of
God's people and of his prophets, and everyone else."

"And in her was found the blood of prophets and saints, and of all those slain on the
earth." This symbolically means that from the Roman Catholic religion, meant by the
city of “Babylon”, comes the adulteration (mixing garbage with the pure waters of
the Bible) and profanation (grossly irreverent toward the commandments of Jesus
and the sacred and Holy Bible) of all the truth of the Word (Bible) and so of the
church (the whole church becomes corrupted because they interpret the Bible to only
to say what they want it to say), and falsity (rejection of the truth in the Bible and
substitute of their own poisonous ideas) has consequently emanated from it
throughout the whole Christian world (the corrupted Catholic church controls much
of the Christian world).

“Blood” symbolizes (means) a falsification (they close heaven because they teach
things that were never true), adulteration (mixing garbage with the pure waters of
the Bible) and profanation (grossly irreverent toward the sacred holy things) of the
Word (Bible). “Prophets” symbolize all who possess Divine truth from the Word, and
abstractly (the true or genuine meaning), doctrinal truths drawn from the Word (the
wisdom of the Christian church). “Saints”, or “holy ones”, symbolize (mean) people
who belong to the Lord's church, and abstractly (the true or genuine meaning), the
church's sacred truths (all the precious promises of Jesus). Those “slain” symbolize



people who have been “slain” (killed them) spiritually, and those who are said to be
slain spiritually are people who perish as a result of falsities (rejection of the truth
found in the Bible and the substitute of their own poisonous ideas) . Moreover,
because “the earth” symbolizes (means) the church, all those “slain on the earth”
symbolize (means) all in the Christian Church who have perished as a result of
falsities (rejection of the truth found in the Bible and the substitute of their own
poisonous ideas) because the falsity they possess (the Christian church) has
emanated (come) from the Roman Catholic religion.

Regarding “Babylon” we are told also in Jeremiah that the “slain” (killed spiritually)
of all “the earth” are there (Jeremiah 51:49, 52), and in Isaiah that “Lucifer” (those
who only love themselves), who in Isaiah is “Babylon”, has destroyed their land
(where the church is) and “slain” (killed them spiritually by this fake church telling
them lies) its people (the followers of this fake religion) (Isaiah 14:20).

That from the Roman Catholic religion have emanated (come) many of the falsities
(rejection of the truth found in the Bible and the substitute of their own poisonous
ideas) in the Protestant Reformed churches (the churches that broke away from the
Catholic religion), where we explained the statement that "the woman whom you
saw is the great city which holds sway over the kings of the earth" (Revelation 17:18).
(even the Protestant churches that broke away from the Catholic religion kept too
many of the poisonous ideas the Catholic religion has).

We say that from the Roman Catholic religion, meant by the “city of Babylon”, comes
the adulteration (mixing garbage with the pure waters of the Bible) and profanation
(grossly irreverent toward the sacred holy things in the Bible) of all the truth of the
Word (Bible) and so of every sanctity (things holy) of the (Christian) church; and a
number of times previously we have said that (this) religion has not only adulterated
(mixing garbage with the pure waters of the Bible) the Word's goods (from Lord love
to all people) and truths (all the precious promises of Jesus) but has also profaned
(grossly irreverent toward the sacred holy things in the Bible) them; and that
“Babylon” in the Word therefore symbolizes the profanation of what is holy (how
God is pure love and nothing but pure love). We will now say how that profanation
(grossly irreverent toward the sacred holy things in the Bible) came about and
continues (even to this very day).

We said above (in the Bible verses we have gone through so far) that the love of
exercising dominion (the love to control the lives of other people), springing from (the
place where this evil love comes from is) a love of self (they do not care for anybody
but themselves), over the sanctities (things that are holy) of the (Christian) church
and over heaven (it is not enough they want to rule the Christian church on the earth,
they even want to push Jesus out of the way and to rule over heaven), thus over all
the Divine sanctities (things that are holy) belonging to the Lord (Jesus only), (which)
is (of and from) the Devil (and the Devil is from hell). Now because that dominion
(the love of absolute control over peoples life's) was fixed (in their own minds) as the
objective (the goal) in the hearts of those (the religious leaders) who founded
(started) the Roman Catholic religion, they could not help (since their minds and



hearts were set on evil and selfish thinking) but (to) profane (to violate, defile and
lower) the sanctities (the holiness) of the Word (Bible) and the (Christian) church.

A love of possessing all the goods of the world (an insane desire to have all the
world’s money and property) is Satan, and the Devil and Satan act in concert (they
are like evil twins always working together), as though bound together by covenant
(they agree to work together to destroy the Lord Jesus), in the kind of people who,
owing to the one love (they want to rule the Christian church on the earth and they
even want to push Jesus out of the way and to rule over heaven), are caught up in the
other (the Devil and Satan only agree because they share the same desire to destroy
the Lord Jesus).

One may conclude from this why it is that “Babylon” in the Word (Bible) symbolizes
(means) profanation (false teachings against the sacred holy things found in the
Bible).

By way of illustration (let us look at a picture to see what it really is), place before
that love, which is the Devil, this Divine truth (found in the Holy Bible), that God
alone is to be worshiped and adored, and not some man (a man who will die), thus
that the Vicariate (the Pope) is a fabrication (just a made-up lie) and a fiction (it was
never true) which ought to be rejected (we should not believe that the Pope is to be
worshiped). Or else this truth, that to call upon the dead (those statues of dead
people), to fall prostrate (get on their knees) before their images (the statues of dead
people they call saints), to kiss them (as if somehow these concrete statues were holy)
and their bones (while they are still in their grave), is pure and foul idolatry (things
that are not alive and are made by the hands of men) that ought also to be rejected
(these things are not the Lord Jesus Christ and they should not be worshiped). Would
not that love (they want to rule the Christian church on the earth and they even want
to push Jesus out of the way and to rule over heaven), which is the Devil (and the
Devil is from hell), vehemently (a violent and angry emotion) and angrily reject these
two truths (that God alone is to be worshiped and adored and not some man, a man
who will die), fulminate (to scream out violently in a rage) against them (anyone who
does not bow down and worship these Catholic leaders), and tear them to pieces (in
their heart they wish to destroy and murder anyone who does not agree with them)?

If, moreover (we wish to show another picture and to see what the truth looks like),
someone were to say to that love (they want to rule the Christian church on the
earth and they even want to push Jesus out of the way and to rule over heaven),
which is the Devil (and the Devil is from hell), that to open and close heaven or loose
and bind, thus to forgive sins (to say that the Catholic church has been given this
power) - which is the same thing as reforming and regenerating (being born-again as
a Christian) and thus redeeming and saving mankind (that they the Catholic church
are the only ones on earth who can do this) - is a work purely Divine (this is not true,
only Jesus Christ Creator God has the authority and power to do this); that a person
cannot claim for himself (or themselves) something Divine (what belongs to God only)
without committing profanation (they sin greatly toward the sacred holy truths
found in the Bible); that Peter did not claim it for himself (Peter never claimed any



such thing), and therefore did not exercise any such power (even if Peter wanted to
he would not be able to do so); moreover that the apostolic succession (the ideas
that Peter was given such power) was fabricated (a made up lie) by that love (they
want to rule the Christian church on the earth and they even want to push Jesus out
of the way and to rule over heaven), as was also the transference of the Holy Spirit
(that Jesus would give away this holy power) from one person to another (that this
power that they say Peter received and gave to the Pope) - on hearing these things,
would not that love (they want to rule the Christian church on the earth and they
even want to push Jesus out of the way and to rule over heaven), which is (of) the
Devil (and the Devil is from hell), deafen with anathemas (to remove from the
Christian church) the person saying them (the Catholic church claiming this), and in a
fiery rage (how could they claim to have such powers when it belongs only to our
beloved Lord) command that he (this fake Christian religion) be turned over to an
inquisitor (a judge) and thrown into a prison of the condemned (that he be sent back
to hell from where they came)?

If someone still were to ask, "How can the Lord's Divine power be transferred to you?
(can you explain to me how God’s divine authority can be given to a mere man) How
can the Lord's Divinity (His pure holy character of love) be separated from His soul
and body? (no mere man can become pure and holy because in their mind they think
of nothing but evil). Is it not according to your belief that this cannot be done? (how
can someone who is thinking right in his mind think such things) How can God the
Father impart His Divine power to the Son (give it to Jesus) except to His own Divinity
as its receptacle? (the only way is to say Jesus is God and they are the one and same
God for this is true). How can this be transferred to a person so as to be his?" (how
then can the Pope claim such things, for that is impossible he is only a mere man)
And many other like things (such ridiculous lies).

End of Chapter 18 Commentary within a Commentary

**********

Revelation Chapter 19 Verses 1 -5: BabylonWhich is The Catholic Church - Heaven
Rejoices That This Religion Has Been Cast Out

The Contents of Each Verse, Revelation Chapter 19

**********

Revelation Chapter 19 Verse 1. “After this, I heard what sounded like a lot of voices
in heaven, and they were shouting, "Praise the Lord! To our God belongs the glorious
power to save,”

”After these things I heard as it were the voice of a great multitude in heaven, saying,
"Alleluia!" (the Apostle John is still recording what he is seeing so he can take the
message back to the church on the earth) This symbolizes (means) a thanksgiving,



confession, and celebration of the Lord by angels of the lower heavens because of
the Roman Catholics' removal.

“a great multitude in heaven” symbolizes angels of the lower heavens (they are
celebrating and thanking Jesus for the Roman Catholic removal). The voice of the
multitude saying, "Alleluia!" symbolizes a thanksgiving, confession and celebration of
the Lord by them. "Alleluia" in Hebrew means "Praise God."

"Salvation and glory and honor and power to the Lord our God!" This symbolically
means that salvation by the Lord is now possible because a reception of Divine truth
(the praise of Jesus for all His precious promises) and goodness (from the Lord’s love
to all people) is now possible (this fake religion has been removed by the Lord Jesus)
in consequence of His Divine power (the Catholic religion is no longer not letting the
glorious light of the gospel of Jesus Christ flow in).

“salvation to the Lord our God” symbolizes (means) an acknowledgment (the angels
know that only Jesus is Lord of Lords) and confession (this is true) that salvation
(eternal life in His kingdom of heaven) is made possible (only) by the Lord (Jesus).
“Glory and honor to the Lord our God” symbolizes (means) an acknowledgment (the
angels know that only Jesus is Lord of Lords) and confession (this is true) that the
Lord (Jesus) is the source of Divine truth (all the precious promises of the Bible) and
Divine good (His love for us), thus that these are received (only) from Him (Jesus).
“power to the Lord our God” symbolizes (means) an acknowledgment (the angels
know that only Jesus is Lord of Lords) and confession (this is true) that the power is
the Lord's (and only Jesus and no other).

**********

Revelation Chapter 19 Verse 2. “because his judgments are honest and fair. That
filthy prostitute ruined the earth with shameful deeds. But God has judged her and
made her pay the price for murdering his servants."

"For true and just are His judgments, because He has judged the great harlot who
corrupted the earth with her licentiousness." This symbolically means, because in
accordance with justice (what this church burdened others with now falls back upon
them) the profane (grossly irreverent toward the sacred holy things in the Holy Bible)
Roman Catholic religion has been condemned (the Lord Jesus has pronounced and
declared) judgment upon them, which by its foul adulterations (mixing garbage with
the pure waters) of the Word (Bible) destroyed (the spiritual life of) the Lord's church.

"True and just are Your judgments" symbolizes (means) the Word's (Bible) Divine
truths (all the precious promises of the Bible) and goods (His endless love for us), in
accordance with (the spoken words of the Lord in the Bible) which the Lord executes
judgment, and which together are called “righteousness”. For “righteousness” in
reference to the Lord (like a good parent Jesus treats everybody fairly and treats
everybody the same with no favorites) has just this symbolic meaning, as in
verse 11 below, and in Isaiah 63:1, Jeremiah 23:5-6; 33:15-16. "Because He has



judged the great harlot" means, symbolically, because the profane (grossly irreverent
toward the sacred holy things in the Holy Bible) Roman Catholic religion has been
condemned (it has been judged and the penalty has been given), as described in the
preceding chapter. It is called a “great harlot” because of its adulteration (mixing
garbage with the pure waters of the Bible) and profanation (grossly irreverent
toward the sacred holy things in the Bible) of the Word (Bible). "Who corrupted the
earth with her licentiousness" means, symbolically, which by its foul adulterations
(mixing garbage with the pure waters of the Bible) of the Word (Bible) destroyed the
Lord's church - its “licentiousness” (indulgence in sensual pleasure) symbolizing
(meaning) an adulteration (mixing garbage with the pure waters of the Bible) of the
Word (Bible) and “the earth” symbolizing the church.

"And He has avenged the blood of His servants shed by her hand." This symbolizes
(means) a retribution (an act of punishment for their wrongdoing and how they have
hurt others) for the injuries and violence done to the souls of worshipers of the Lord
(these Catholic religion followers are trying their best to be good people and to be
good Christians but they are being lead in the wrong direction, instead of being
directed to a loving Savior they are being lead to a fake religious leader called the
Pope).

Anger and revenge are attributed (the blame is put on) to the Lord (Jesus) when evil
people are separated from the good and cast into hell, as happens at the time of a
last judgment. That time is therefore called wrath (“avenged”) and a day of wrath,
and a day of vengeance (“avenged”). Not that the Lord is angry or vengeful (but this
is not true for the Bible says God is pure love), but that those people (the ones who
did evil things are angry at the Lord Jesus and filled with vengeance against Him
because they are angry that they got caught doing evil).

The case is like that of a criminal after sentence has been passed, who is angry at the
law and filled with vengeance against the judge (because they love to do evil, and
they are only angry that they got caught). For the law is not angry, nor is the judge
taking revenge (the judge is only following the law of punishment as it is written in
the law books).

**********

Revelation Chapter 19 Verse 3. “Then the crowd shouted, "Praise the Lord! Smoke
will never stop rising from her burning body."

”And a second time they said, "Alleluia! Her smoke rises up forever and ever!" This
symbolizes a thanksgiving (to Jesus) and celebration (of the good thing He has done)
of the Lord with joy (the angels in the lower heaven are very happy now), that the
profane (they sin greatly toward the sacred holy truths found in the Bible) Roman
Catholic religion has been damned to eternity (they have been found guilty and they
will never be seen again).



Their speaking a second time ("Alleluia! Her smoke rises up forever and ever!")
originates from a different affection (the reason they are happy) of joy (the first time
they praised Jesus it was because of the great thing He had done in sending the
Catholic religion away). This time the second time they are rejoicing (the angels in
the lower heaven are glad now) and happy, because they had been freed from the
assault (for a while it seemed like to the angels there the Roman Catholic was trying
to attack and even take over heaven) of (from) those who were caught up (deeply
part of) in the Roman Catholic religion, and from the fear of their resurgence (the
angels in the lower heavens wondered if these bad people might come back) and
they’re assailing (for a while it seemed like to the angels there the Roman Catholic
was trying to attack and even take over heaven) them again (but now they
understand that the Roman Catholic religion are gone and they are gone forever).
That “alleluia” symbolizes (means) a thanksgiving (to Jesus) and celebration (of the
good thing He has done) of the Lord may be seen in the above Bible verses. “Her
smoke” symbolizes (means) the Roman Catholic religion in respect to (what it means
to) its dreadful (causing the angels there to fear or be frightened) falsities (rejection
of the truth found in the Bible and the substitute of their own poisonous ideas) since
falsities (rejection of the truth found in the Bible and the substitute of their own
poisonous ideas) arising from evil (from lusts of the mind and the body) appear in the
spiritual world as billows of “smoke” from a (burning) fire. Fire (this is the bad
meaning of fire for there is also the good meaning of fire which mean the love of God
and from God) there (but in this Bible verse) is the love of self (the person does not
like other people but only seeks to gain what they can for themselves). The “smoke”
produced by burning, in reference to (meaning) “Babylon” (the Roman Catholic
religion), symbolizes (means) profanation (they sin greatly toward the sacred holy
truths found in the Bible). “Rising up forever and ever” symbolizes (means) the
damnation (condemned to eternal punishment in hell) of that religion (the Roman
Catholic religion) to eternity (they will be there forever).

**********

Revelation Chapter 19 Verse 4. “After this, the twenty-four elders and the four living
creatures all knelt before the throne of God and worshiped him. They said, "Amen!
Praise the Lord!"

“And the twenty-four elders and the four living creatures fell down and worshiped
God who sat on the throne, saying, "Amen! Alleluia!" This symbolizes an adoration of
(in worship and love to) the Lord (Jesus) as God of heaven and earth and judge (Jesus
alone is worthy to do so) of the universe (Jesus is Creator God and by Him all things
that were made were made by Him, and for Him) by angels of the higher heavens
(the angels of the higher heavens are joining in on the praise and worship of the
angels of the lower heaven), and an affirmation (they can testify it is true this
wonderful thing the Lord Jesus has done) by them (the angels) of the thanksgiving (in
worship), confession (they can testify it is true this wonderful thing the Lord Jesus has
done) and celebration (the happiness of everyone in heaven) of the Lord (Jesus) made
by angels of the lower heavens (and the angels of the higher heavens are joining in
on the praise and worship with the angels of the lower heaven).



To “fall down and worship” symbolizes (means) humility (the angels can see that
they are nothing but that Jesus is their everything), and worship (the angels express
their love and thanksgiving) as a result of that humility (the angels can see that they
are nothing but that Jesus is their everything). “the twenty-four elders and four living
creatures” symbolize (means) the higher heavens (this is where the angels who have
much wisdom live). “He who sat on the throne” means the Lord (Jesus) as God of
heaven and judge of the universe (Jesus alone is worthy to do so), since “the throne”
symbolizes (means) heaven and the government there (Jesus alone is worthy to rule
heaven), and also judgment (Jesus is Creator God and by Him, all things that were
made were made by Him and for Him) - in this case judgment (Jesus alone is worthy
to judge), because it refers to the judgment (the reaching of a decision according to
the Ten Commandments or the law) on the Roman Catholic religion (“Babylon”),
which is the subject of the preceding chapter (18). That “He who sat on the throne”
is the Lord (Jesus) will be seen below. "Amen! Alleluia!" symbolizes (means) an
affirmation (the angels can testify it is true this wonderful thing the Lord Jesus has
done) of the thanksgiving (in worship), confession (they can testify it is true this
wonderful thing the Lord Jesus has done) and celebration (the happiness of everyone
in heaven) of the Lord (Jesus) by angels of the lower heavens. "Amen" symbolizes
(means) an affirmation (they can testify it is true this wonderful thing the Lord Jesus
has done) and agreement (they all can testify it is true this wonderful thing the Lord
Jesus has done) in response to truth (Jesus can never lie but men do), and "alleluia"
symbolizes a thanksgiving (in worship), confession (they can testify it is true this
wonderful thing the Lord Jesus has done) and celebration (the happiness of everyone
in heaven) of the Lord (Jesus). These were made by angels of the lower heavens,
because they spoke first (they were the first to be happy and rejoice) and celebrated
(the happiness of everyone in heaven) the Lord (Jesus) as God of heaven, and as
judge (Jesus alone is worthy to judge) and avenger (Jesus has brought justice and
righteousness where before there was only evil and wickedness from the Roman
Catholic religion) saying "Alleluia!" as is apparent (for we can see) from the first two
verses of this chapter. Affirmation (the angels can testify it is true this wonderful
thing the Lord Jesus has done) of these by angels of the higher heavens (the angels of
the higher heaven who have much wisdom join in on the worship and celebration) is
symbolized (means) here by "Amen! Alleluia!"

**********

Revelation Chapter 19 Verse 5. “From the throne a voice said, "If you worship and
fear our God, give praise to him, no matter who you are."

“Then a voice came from the throne, saying, "Praise our God, all you His servants
and those who fear Him." This symbolizes (means) an influx (powerful presence of
the divine majesty of the Lord Jesus) from the Lord (Jesus) into heaven (from the
throne in heaven a powerful presence of the Lord is felt by the angels) and a
consequent accord on the part of angels (from the throne comes a reminder that the
praise and worship the angels have been experiencing here) that all those prompted
(when they praise and worship) by truths of faith (when truths become real to them



and they begin to live that life) and goods of love (love from the Lord that brings love
to all people and they begin to live that life) worship the Lord as the only God of
heaven (for only when those things of worship and praise happen by truths of faith
and goods of love is worship to the Lord Jesus genuine and real).

"Both small and great!" This symbolizes (means) those people who to a lesser or
greater degree are moved by (they desire a life of) truths of faith (when truths
become real to them and they begin to live that life) or goods of love (love from the
Lord that brings love for all people and they begin to live that life) to worship the
Lord.

In the natural sense (to those in the world) people “small and great” mean people of
a greater or lesser degree of status (people who have money and power and to those
who have little or nothing), but in the spiritual sense (things that appear on a
spiritual level in heaven) they are people of a greater or lesser degree of worship (the
level or amount of love they have toward) of the Lord (Jesus), thus who are moved to
worship the Lord more or less reverently (they can see how miserable and low they
are and how beautiful and magnificent Jesus is) or fully (they worship at the highest
spiritual levels) by truths of faith (when truths become real to them and they begin to
live that life) or goods of love (love from the Lord that brings love for all people and
they begin to live that life). This is the symbolic meaning, because it follows the
injunction (the angels and all men are encouraged) to “praise God”, “all His servants
and those who fear Him”, and it accords with (it is very true that) the symbolic
meaning of those words (in what at all times should be found in angels and in all
men’s hearts).

(“Let everything which has breath give praise to the Lord. Let the Lord be praised.”)
(Psalms 150:6)

End of Revelation Chapter 19 Commentary within a Commentary

**********


